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1 First Steps in Zeno Mobile
1. To start Zeno Mobile tap the Zeno Mobile App icon .

2. Zeno Mobile starts in the
Open Project view. When
starting Zeno Mobile for the
first time, there is only a
default project called
"Project 1" in the list.
Tap on "Project 1" to open
the default project.
☞ To create a

project tap the 
icon in the upper
right corner.

 

a Zeno Mobile Toolbar
buttons

b Zeno Mobile Notifica-
tion Area

c Slide upwards to
open the Zeno Mobile
Context Window

d Slide toward the mid-
dle to open the Zeno
Mobile Navigation
Slider

e Map View
 

To navigate Back, Home or to go to Open Apps use the hardware buttons on
the Zeno 20 device:

 Press the Back button on the left to go back
one step.

 Press the Home button to return to the Home
screen.

 Press the Open Apps button on the right to
get a list of all open Apps.

Starting Zeno Mobile

Zeno Mobile Compo-
nents
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1. To open the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider tap  on
the left side of the Map View and swipe it toward the mid-
dle.

2. From within the Navigation
Slider you can access the
following functions:
 
• Layer Management, see

also:
How to manage layers?

 
 • Project Management, see also:

How to manage projects?
• Zeno Mobile Settings
• Zeno Mobile Help
 
For detailed information on the Sensor Settings see chap-
ter: How to prepare Zeno Mobile for GNSS?
 
For detailed information on Unit Settings see: How to 
change the unit settings?

The Zeno Mobile Notification Area at the bottom displays GNSS information:

 

 a GNSS solution type
b Estimated position

accuracy
c Satellites in use
d Antenna in use
e RTK connection type

 

When a notification comes in the status symbols are replaced for a few sec-
onds with the notification text. You are notified if, for example:
• the GNSS position is lost
• the RTK fix is lost
• the solution type changes (only if accuracy is lost)

Tap the Zeno Mobile toolbar buttons to perform central tasks like:

The Zeno Mobile Navi-
gation Slider

The Zeno Mobile Noti-
fication Area

The Zeno Mobile Tool-
bars
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Take a Measurement

  
Switch RTK on/off

  
Centre on GNSS

  
Switch on/off Edit Feature Tool

  
Switch on/off gamtec mode

1. Tap the  toolbar button to take a GNSS measurement.
Alternatively, press the  hardware button on the Zeno
20.

2. If GNSS is switched off you
will directly be guided to the
Location access page.
 
Tap the switcher and slide it
rightwards to switch GNSS
ON.
 
☞ By default, GNSS

is off to save bat-
tery.

 
Tap the Back button at the
bottom to return to the
Zeno Mobile Map View.

 

How to measure a
Point?
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3. Tap the  toolbar button
again.
 
The New Layer dialog pops
up to make you define the
first layer in your project.
 
Let us, for example, define
a feature layer called "Tree".
To do so tap the Name field
and type "Tree". The Sys-
tem Name will be written
automatically, but can be
changed if necessary.
 
Leave the Geometry Type:
"Point" as is.
 
Tap OK to close the dialog
and create the new feature
layer.

 

4. In the Map View the Fea-
ture Tag pops up.
 
The feature tag shows you:
a the feature layer of

the measurement
that you have just
taken, in this case
"Tree"

b the symbology that is
currently used for the
feature layer "Tree"

 

☞

The feature tag
stays open for 5
seconds, then it
transforms to the
green pin . In
order to re-open
the feature tag,
tap onto the
green pin.

 

 ☞ If you have acquired a Zeno MobileProfessional
license you can collect more than one feature on
a single measurement (Multi-Collect) by tapping
the  icon in the feature tag. For further details
on Multi-Collect please refer to the Zeno Mobile
Help menu.
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The internal GNSS antenna of Zeno 20 is pre-configured and ready to be used.
But, in order to save battery, the antenna is not switched on automatically
when starting up Zeno Mobile.
There are two locations from where you can switch on the internal GNSS:
• from the Android Quick Settings menu
• from the Android System Settings

To switch on GNSS from the Quick Settings menu:
1. Tap the Android Notifica-

tion Area at the top with
two fingers and pull it
downwards with a swipe to
open the Android Quick
Settings menu directly.

 Alternatively, tap onto the
Android Notification Area
at the top and pull it down-
wards with a swipe to open
the Android Notification
Drawer.

2. In the Android Notification Drawer, tap the  button in
the upper right corner to open the Android Quick Set-
tings menu.

 In the Android Quick Set-
tings menu tap onto 
GPS to switch on/off the
internal GNSS of Zeno 20.

To switch on GNSS from the Android Settings:
1. Tap the All Apps button on your Home screen and then

 Settings to enter the Android System Settings.

How to switch GNSS
on/off?
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2. In the Android System
Settings, tap Location
Access.

3. Tap the switcher and slide it
rightwards to switch ON the
internal GNSS.

In the Zeno Mobile Notification Area , the GNSS icon shows up to indicate
the solution type.

☞ To save battery, switch off GNSS when not needed.

☞ To obtain centimetre accuracy, establish an RTK connection.

See also:
The Zeno Mobile Notification Area
How to establish an RTK connection?
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1. Tap the feature tag to open
the Wheel Menu.
 

 

2. In the Wheel Menu, tap Edit
Attributes.

3. In the Edit Attributes dia-
logue, tap the  icon in the
upper right corner to add an
attribute.
 
For "Trees", you would prob-
ably define attributes of
Type: "Text" and/or "Num-
ber" so that you can specify
their species, height and/or
diameter.
 

 

Let us assume that after you have measured a series of trees along a street
you want to measure the street. The street is a line feature.

How to edit
attributes?

How to measure a
line/polygon?
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1. Move to the first point on
the street and tap the 
toolbar button.
The feature tag pops up
suggesting that the point
measured is another tree.

2. Tap the feature tag to open
the Wheel Menu.
In the Wheel Menu, tap Not
Tree?
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3. The Change To ... dialogue
pops up.
Tap the  icon in the upper
right corner to define the
new street feature layer.

4. The New Layer dialogue
pops up.
Tap the Name field and
type, for example, "Street".
Tap the System Name field
and select "Polyline" from
the drop-down list.
Tap OK to create the fea-
ture layer "Street". The new
layer is selected for use
automatically.
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5. The measured point is used
as the first vertex of the
"Street" feature.
Continue to take further
measurements along the
"Street" until you arrive at
the final point.
To complete the "Street",
tap Finalize Feature in the
Wheel Menu.
☞ For details on

how to pause and
resume features,
refer to the Zeno
Mobile Help
menu.

To improve the position accuracy, establish an RTK connection.
1. Open the Navigation Slider

and tap Settings.

2. Tap GPS > Realtime Cor-
rections.

3. In the Realtime Correc-
tions dialogue, tap the 
icon in the upper right cor-
ner to define a new RTK
profile. A wizard guides you
through the necessary
steps.
 
☞ For selected

countries a pre-
defined SmartNet
profile is availa-
ble.

☞ For details on the
wizard, refer to
The RTK wizard in
the Zeno Mobile
Help menu.

4. Tap Finish to leave the wizard and create the profile. The
new profile is selected automatically.

5. Tap the  toolbar button. After a while, the icon becomes
green and the position accuracy increases. To stop RTK,
tap the button again.

How to improve the
position quality
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☞ In order to use gamtec, make sure that you have acquired a Profes-
sional license of Zeno Mobile.

1. Tap the  toolbar button to switch the gamtec mode on
and off.
Make sure that WiFi is switched off. Zeno Mobile automati-
cally sets up a hotspot of its own.
☞  

For details on how to proceed when you are
already connected to a network, refer to the
Zeno Mobile Help menu.

2. Switch on the Disto S910, press the FUNC key, go to 
Settings and tap WiFi on .
Follow the steps by tapping  WLAN and  Select Net-
work.
In the Select Network page, look for the Zeno Mobile
hotspot and tap it to establish the connection.
☞ For details on how to connect your Disto S910

with Zeno Mobile, refer to the Zeno Mobile Help
menu.

3. In Zeno Mobile, the Setup Disto S910 starts up automati-
cally. Follow the steps.

4. Orientate the gamtec setup in the map.

Tap and hold the preliminary target point  and drag it to
a known reference point in the map.
☞ The current GNSS position is used for the

gamtec setup.

5. On the Disto S910, the lev-
elling wizard starts up auto-
matically.
Follow the steps as indica-
ted on the instrument.

 

6. Measure the reference target selected in step 4.) with the
Disto S910.

How to use gamtec?
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7. In the Zeno Mobile Notification Area, a message con-
firms that the setup has been oriented successfully.
The symbol that indicates the gamtec setup in the Map

View turns from red  to green .
 

Now you can start taking offset measurements. Disto S910 measurements are
always triggered on the Disto S910 itself.

1. Measure a point and tap the WLAN button  to send the
measurement to Zeno Mobile.
 
☞ The Meas App is started automatically on the

Disto S910 as soon as the connection between
Disto S910 and Zeno Mobile is established.

2. To switch off the gamtec mode and return to measuring
with GNSS only, tap the gamtec button . The button
turns white again.
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2 Welcome to the Zeno Mobile Help
2.1 The Zeno Mobile User Interface

When you start up Zeno Mobile for the first time you need not care about
either installing or licensing as it is preinstalled and licensed on the Zeno 20 in
advance, together with the ordered antenna configuration.

1. To start Zeno Mobile tap the Zeno Mobile App icon .

2. Zeno Mobile starts in the Open Project view. When you
start Zeno Mobile for the first time you will only find a
default project called "Project 1" in the list.
 

3. Tap on "Project 1" to open
the default project.
 

 

 ☞ To add a new project tap the  in the upper
right corner.

 

4. ☞ To use GNSS make sure that GNSS is switched
on.

 
See also:
How to switch GNSS on/off?
 

See also:
How to create a project?
How to manage projects?

To access the Language & input page, open the Settings menu and tap Lan-
guage & input within the section PERSONAL.

How to start Zeno
Mobile?

Language Settings
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 To change the Operating System Language,
tap on Language and select the desired
language.
☞ By default, the keyboard lan-

guage is equivalent to the system
language. If you want to change
the keyboard language, tap on
the button Default within the
section KEY-
BOARD & INPUT METHODS.

☞ Once the device is connected to
a mobile data connection using
the SIM card, the language is
automatically changed according
to the location of the provider.

 

a Zeno Mobile Toolbar
buttons

b Zeno Mobile Notifica-
tion Area

c Slide upwards to
open the Zeno Mobile
Context Window

d Slide toward the mid-
dle to open the Zeno
Mobile Navigation
Slider

e Map View
 

To navigate Back, Home or to go to Open Apps use the hardware buttons on
the Zeno 20 device:

 Press the Back button on the left to go back
one step.

 Press the Home button to return to the Home
screen.

 Press the Open Apps button on the right to
get a list of all open Apps.

1. To open the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider tap  on
the left side of the Map View and swipe it toward the mid-
dle.

Zeno Mobile Compo-
nents

The Zeno Mobile Navi-
gation Slider
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2. From within the Navigation
Slider you can access the
following functions:
 
• Layer Management, see

also:
How to manage layers?

 
 • Project Management, see also:

How to manage projects?
• Zeno Mobile Settings
• Zeno Mobile Help
 
For detailed information on the Sensor Settings see chap-
ter: How to prepare Zeno Mobile for GNSS?
 
For detailed information on Unit Settings see: How to 
change the unit settings?

The Zeno Mobile Notification Area at the bottom displays GNSS information:

 

 a GNSS solution type
b Estimated position

accuracy
c Satellites in use
d Antenna in use
e RTK connection type

Possible GNSS solution types are:
  
Navigated: no RTK in use

  
Code solution

  
Phase solution (highest accuracy)

  
Location obtained from the Cell Id or a Wifi
router

  
No GNSS position available

The Zeno Mobile Noti-
fication Area
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☞ When you stop the RTK connection, the estimated position accuracy
decreases and the solution type symbol changes to .

You are notified if, for example:
• the GNSS position is lost,
• the RTK fix is lost,
• the solution type changes (only if accuracy is lost),
• the Disto S910 is no longer levelled.

☞ When a notification comes in, the status symbols are replaced for a
few seconds with the notification text. For detailed information on
single notifications, tap and hold the Zeno Mobile Notification
Area and slide it upwards to open the Zeno Mobile Notification
Drawer.

The Context Window gives you information on Messages and offers access to
Attributes and Stakeout functionality, each on a separate tab.

• To open the Context
Window tap onto its
header line and slide it
upwards.

 

 

The Zeno Mobile Con-
text Window
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• To browse through the
tabs tap onto the
header line and swipe
sidewards (from left to
right or right to left).

 

 
• To open a tab or

change to another tap
onto its header.

 

 

Fur further information on each tab see:
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Notifications
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Attributes
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Stakeout

In the Messages tab of the Zeno Mobile Context Window notifications are
listed chronologically.

The Zeno Mobile Con-
text Window: Notifi-
cations
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Tap the  in the upper
right corner to delete all
notifications.

 

In the Attributes tab of
the Zeno Mobile Context
Window all attributes that
are available for the selec-
ted active feature (i.e. the
vertex with the green pin)
are listed.
☞ If more than one

feature is defined
on the active fea-
ture (multi-col-
lect), then its
attributes are
grouped on so-
called feature
cards.

The Zeno Mobile Con-
text Window: Attrib-
utes
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Shortcut to the Edit Attributes dialogue
Tap the attributes to open
the Edit Attributes dia-
logue.

Proceed as described in the topic:
How to edit Attributes?

Shortcut to the Wheel menu
Tap the header of the layer
to open the Wheel menu.

See also:
The Wheel Menu 
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Shortcut to Multi-Collect
Tap the  icon to quickly
add a feature with Multi-
Collect.
☞ Multi-Collect is

only available in
Zeno Mobile Pro-
fessional.

See also:
2.9 Multi-Collect

In the Stakeout tab of the Zeno Mobile Context Window points/vertices
and lines can be staked out.
See also:
Stakeout Workflow: Points
Stakeout Workflow: Lines
The stakeout map shows you the point/line to be staked
out (marked with the green pin) and your current position
indicated by the GNSS cursor.
 
A small blue arrow above the cursor shows you the orien-
tation of the Zeno 20.
☞ In Measure mode, a preview line is shown

between the active point/vertex and the cursor.
When you open the Stakeout window, the pre-
view line in the background map disappears.

The Zeno Mobile Con-
text Window: Stake-
out
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Next to the stakeout map,
three direction arrows tell
you the direction and dis-
tance you have to walk to
reach the point/line vertex
to be staked out. The third
arrow shows you the height
difference.

At the bottom, the coordinates of the point/vertex to be
staked out are displayed. To edit the coordinates tap on
the coordinates field. See also:
Stakeout: How to enter coordinates manually?

☞ To verify positions, switch the position usage to
Verify position of active point. Information
on the offsets is available on the Layer Verified
Point that is added automatically when you are
in verification mode. See also:

Position usage: Verify position
Auto Field Types

Tap the Zeno Mobile toolbar buttons to perform central tasks like:
  
Take a Measurement

  
Switch RTK on/off

  
Centre on GNSS

  
Switch on/off Edit Feature Tool

  
Switch on/off gamtec mode

The Zeno Mobile Tool-
bars
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 The Map View is the central
element of Zeno Mobile. It
shows all layers of the
project. OSM (Open Street
Map) is available as a back-
ground layer by default.

Initially, it is an offline map which is stored locally on the
Zeno 20. If you have got an Internet connection (WiFi, GSM)
the map will be loaded dynamically and its resolution
increases according to its current extents.
 
☞ If you are connected via mobile data connection,

be aware of mobile data costs.

See also:
How to add the OSM Layer?
How to zoom the map?
How to pan the map?
How to rotate the map?
The GNSS cursor 

The most common way to zoom the map will be to touch the
screen with two fingers and drag the fingers apart to zoom in
or pull the fingers together to zoom out.

The Zeno Mobile Map
View

How to zoom the
map?
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Zoom in:

>>

 

Zoom out:

>>

 

☞ Alternatively, you can use the stylus, see also: How to zoom using 
the stylus?

☞ Using your fingers or the stylus allows for stepless zooming.

1. Tap the map twice with the stylus.

2. While doing the second tap keep the stylus tapped on the
screen.

3. Move the stylus upwards to zoom out or downwards to
zoom in.

How to zoom using
the stylus?
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To pan the map, for example from left to right, tap and hold
the map and swipe it to the right :

>>

☞ You can pan the map in any direction, left and right, up and down as
well as diagonally.

By default, the map is oriented towards North. To rotate it tap
the screen with two fingers and rotate both fingers into the
desired direction.

>>

☞ The red side of the North Arrow indicates North.

How to pan the map?

How to rotate the
map?
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Tap onto the North Arrow to
reset the orientation of the
map towards North.

 

 As long as you have got a
GNSS fix the GNSS cursor
appears in the map like this:

It indicates your current
position.
If the GNSS fix is lost the
appearance of the cursor
changes to: 
See also:
How to switch GNSS on/off?

2.2 Layer Management

1. To access the Layer Management open the Navigation
Slider and tap onto Layers.
 
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

The GNSS cursor

How to manage lay-
ers?
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2. Under Layers, all layers in
the project are listed.
 
All features, geo-referenced
images and the OSM are
each listed as a separate
layer.

 

Using the Layer Management, you can:
• Add layers, see also:

How to add a layer?
• Switch layers on/off, see also:

How to switch layers on/off?
• Influence the drawing order of layers, see also:

How to move layers?
By default, layers are drawn in the following order:

• Upload layers to Dropbox or Downloads, see also:
How to share data via Dropbox?/How to share data via the Downloads 
Folder?

• Delete layers, see also:
How to delete layers?

• Add attributes, see also:
How to add attributes?

• Edit the symbology, see also:
How to change the layer symbology?
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Vector Layers:
Vector Layers are used to represent the world using points, lines, and poly-
gons. Vector models are useful for storing data that has discrete boundaries,
such as country borders, land parcels, or streets.

With each vector feature Attributes are associated.

Raster Layers:
Raster formats model reality pixel by pixel. They are not interlinked with any
meta-data and cannot be edited.

The OSM background map and geo-referenced images are such layers, which
are typically stored as, for example, *.jpg or *.tiff files.

1. In the Layer Management, tap the  icon in the upper
right corner to open the Add Layer From ... page.

2. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap New Layer.
The New Layer page shows
up.

Layer Types

How to add a layer?
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3. In the New Layer dialogue,
define a Name and Geom-
etry Type.
Tap the  icon next to
Attributes to add or edit
attribute definitions.

 See also:
How to add attributes?
Tap the  icon next to Symbology to edit the symbology
definitions for the new layer.
See also:
How to change the layer symbology?

4. Tap OK to close the dialogue and create the layer.

See also:
How to add layers from another project?
How to add data from Dropbox?
How to add data from the Download Folder?
How to add layers via the Zeno Data Model for Excel?
How to add the OSM Layer?
How to add the Hexagon Imagery Program?

By default, an OSM layer is included as a background layer in Zeno Mobile. Ini-
tially, it is an offline map stored locally on the device. In order to receive more
detailed OSM data, enable mobile data, WiFi or similar.

☞ If you are connected to the internet by mobile data, beware of mobile
data costs.

In standard use cases there is no need to add the OSM manually. If you have
removed it from a project, though, you can add it again as follows:
1. In the Layer Management, tap the  icon in the upper

right corner to open the Add Layer From ... page.

How to add the OSM
Layer?
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2. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap Web Map Serv-
ice to open the Web Map
Service page.

3. In the Web Map Service
page, tap OpenStreetMap
to add it to your project.

 See also:
How to add the Hexagon Imagery Program?
How to add WMS?

By default, the HxIP is available for being selected as a background layer in
Zeno Mobile. HxIP is an online map; to be able to use it, enable mobile data,
WiFi or similar.

☞ If you are connected to the internet by mobile data, beware of mobile
data costs.

Before using HxIP, check if it is already available for your region. Coverage is
constantly and rapidly increasing.
See also:

How to add the Hexa-
gon Imagery Program?
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The Hexagon Imagery Program
1. In the Layer Management, tap the  icon in the upper

right corner to open the Add Layer From ... page.

2. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap Web Map Serv-
ice to open the Web Map
Service page.

 

3. In the Web Map Service
page, tap Hexagon
Imagery Program to add it
to your project.
 

 

 See also:
How to add the OSM Layer?
How to add WMS?
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4. In the Layer Management, move the Hexagon Imagery Pro-
gram on top of the OSM in the hierarchy of layers.
 
See also:
How to move layers?
How to switch layers on/off?

Together with the default Open Street Map (OSM) and the Hexagon Imagery
Program (HxIP), you can also use a Web Map Service (WMS) as a base map in
Zeno Mobile. In order to use a WMS, enable mobile data, WiFi or similar.

☞ If you are connected to the internet by mobile data, beware of mobile
data costs.

1. In the Layer Management, tap the  icon in the upper
right corner to open the Add Layer From ... page.

2. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap Web Map Serv-
ice to open the Web Map
Service page.

3. In the Web Map Service page, tap the  icon in the
upper right corner to open the Connection Details dia-
logue.
 

How to add WMS?
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4. In the Connection Details
dialogue insert:
• Name
• Server
• User (optional)
• Password (optional)
 

 Tap OK to add the new WMS to the Web Map Service
page.
 
☞ Once a WMS has been added in the Web Map

Service page, it is available for use within other
Zeno Mobile projects, too.

See also:
How to add the OSM Layer?
How to add the Hexagon Imagery Program?

5. In the Web Map Service
page tap the  to check/
edit the connection details.
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 ☞ Make sure you are connected to the internet.
 
A message informs you if one of the following cases
applies:
• There is no internet connection.
• The credentials are wrong.
• The WMS is not available.

6. Tap onto the WMS to add it
to your project.

 ☞ If the WMS contains several layers, you can
select which layers shall be added to your
project.

7. In the Layer Management,
move the WMS on top of
the OSM in the hierarchy of
layers.
See also:
How to move layers?
How to switch layers on/
off?
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1. The Layers page shows a
checkbox in front of each
layer.
Checked layers are shown in
the map, unchecked layers
are not shown in the map.
Editing is only possible for
active layers.
 

 See also:
How to edit Attributes?
To switch the status tap the checkbox .

☞ If you switch off a paused layer, it continues pending in the back-
ground. When you switch the layer on again, the feature is shown
again as pending in the map view.

See also:
How to pause a feature?

1. In the Layers page, tap and
hold the layer that shall be
moved.
See also:
How to manage layers?
The layer gets highlighted.

2. Move the layer to the new rank in the list while holding it
and release it in the desired position to place it.

How to switch layers
on/off?

How to move layers?
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1. In the Layers page, tap and
hold the layer that shall be
deleted.
See also:
How to manage layers?
The layer gets highlighted.

 ☞ You can also select multiple layers.

2. Tap the  icon in the action
bar and confirm the mes-
sage with OK to delete the
selected layers from the
project.

 ☞ The layers are deleted completely from the
device. Any data included is lost.

1. In the Layer Management, tap a layer to open the Layer
Settings.

How to delete layers?

How to add attrib-
utes?
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2. In the Layer Settings, tap
Attributes.

 ☞ Attributes can only be edited for Vector Layers.

3. In the Layer Attributes
page, tap the  icon in the
upper right corner to add an
attribute.
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4. The Select a Data Type
popup shows up.
Tap a data type to select it.
The Select a Data Type
dialogue shows up.

 On how to define attribute fields see:
How to define a Text Attribute field?
How to define a Numeric Attribute field?
How to define a Photo Attribute field?
How to define a Date/Time Attribute field?
How to define a List Attribute field?
How to define an Auto field?

☞ New attributes can also be defined using the Zeno Data Model for
Excel. See also: How to define attributes using the Zeno Data Model 
for Excel?

1. In the Layer Management, tap a layer to open the Layer
Settings.

How to move attrib-
utes?
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2. In the Layer Settings, tap
Attributes.

3. In the Layer Attributes
page, tap and hold the
attribute that shall be
moved.

4. Move the attribute to the new rank in the list while holding
it and release it in the desired position to place it.

1. In the Table of Contents, tap a layer to open the Layer
Settings.

How to delete attrib-
utes?
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2. In the Layer Settings, tap
Attributes.

 ☞ Attributes can only be edited for Vector Layers.

3. In the Layer Attributes
dialogue, tap and hold the
attribute that shall be
deleted.
The attribute gets highligh-
ted.
 

 ☞ You can also select multiple attributes.

4. Tap the  icon in the action bar to delete the selected
attributes.
☞ The attributes are deleted completely from the

device. Any data that has been collected for the
selected attributes is lost.

1. In the Layer Management, tap a layer to open the Layer
Settings.

How to change the
layer symbology?
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2. In the Layer Settings, tap
Symbology.

 ☞ The symbology can only be changed for Vector
Layers.

3. In the Symbology page, tap
Color to select a different
feature colour.
Tap Border Color to select
a different colour for fea-
ture borders.
Tap Size to change the size
of point features in the map
or the width of line fea-
tures.
Tap Border Size to change
the width of border lines.
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2.3 Project Management

1. To create a project open the
Navigation Slider and tap

 New to open the New
Project page.

 See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

2. In the New Project page:
• Enter a Project Name.
• Select the project upon

which the structure of
the new project shall be
based. The default is
None.

 • Select the memory device (Storage System).
• Enter a Description (optionally).
☞ Only the layer structure, symbology and coordi-

nate system are taken over from the base
project, but no data.

How to create a
project?
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3. Tap OK to start the new project.
☞ Based on the project name a new project folder

is created. All layers and data are saved to this
folder automatically.

☞ When you upload the project to Dropbox or
Downloads, it is saved with the name of its
project folder.

☞ You can also create a project through the Manage Project page, see
also: How to manage projects?

1. To open a project open the
Navigation Slider and tap

 Open to open the Open
Project popup.

 See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

2. All projects stored in the
Zeno Mobile project direc-
tory are listed:

How to open a
project?
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 • The project in use is always at the top of the list.
• The  icon indicates that a project is stored in the

Internal memory of the Zeno 20.
• The  icon indicates that a project is stored on the SD

card.
☞ Projects stored in other locations on the Zeno

20 are not listed.
Tap a project to open it.

1. To edit the project in use,
open the Navigation
Slider and tap  Edit to
open the Edit Project
page.

 See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

2. In the Edit Project page
you can:
• change the Project

Name
• see the Storage Sys-

tem in use (Internal or
SD card)

• enter a Description

How to edit the
project in use?
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3. Tap the  on the right next
to Coordinate System to
choose one of the following
options:

 • Select a Coordinate System
See also: How to add a coordinate system?

• Add a Geoid Model
See also: How to add a Geoid Model? 

• Define a Datum Transformation
See also: How to define a new transformation?

☞ You can edit projects which are not in use via the Manage Project
page.
See also: How to manage projects?

1. To manage your projects
open the Navigation
Slider and tap More... to
open the Manage Project
page.

 See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

How to manage
projects?
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2. All projects stored in the
Zeno Mobile project direc-
tory are listed:

 • The project in use is always at the top of the list.
• The  icon indicates that a project is stored in the

Internal memory of the Zeno 20.
• The  icon indicates that a project is stored on the SD

card.
☞ Projects stored in other locations on the Zeno

20 are not listed.

3. To edit a project tap the 
icon next to the project
name. The Edit Project
page shows up.
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 You can:
• change the Project Name
• edit the Coordinate System

See also: How to add a coordinate system?
• select another Storage System (Internal or SD card)
• enter a Description
☞ The storage system can only be changed for the

projects which are not in use.

 ☞ To edit the project in use you can also tap Edit
in the Navigation Slider and go to the Edit
Project page directly.
See also: How to edit the project in use?

4. To add a project tap the 
icon in the upper right cor-
ner. The Add Project
From ... page shows up.

 
 Choose to:

• create a project
• add a project from Dropbox
• add a project from the Download Folder
See also:
How to create a project?
How to add data from Dropbox?
How to add data from the Download Folder?

☞ There is no need to save a project. All measurements and all edits are
automatically stored on the fly. Thus, there is no “Save” button availa-
ble.

See also:
How to open a project?
How to delete a project?
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1. To delete a project, open
the Navigation Slider and
tap More... to open the
Manage Project page.
 

 
 See also:

The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider
 

2. All projects stored in the Zeno Mobile project directory are
listed.
 
☞ Projects stored in other locations on the Zeno

20are not listed.
 

3. Tap and hold the project to
be deleted.
 
The project gets highlighted.
 

 

How to delete a
project?
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 ☞ You can also select multiple projects.

☞ The active project cannot be deleted. It is always
the first in the list.

 

4. Tap the  icon and confirm the message with OK to
delete the selected projects.
 
☞ The projects are deleted completely from the

device. Any data included is lost.
 

See also:
How to create a project?
How to manage projects?

Any time a new project is started, it uses WGS84 coordinates by default. To
obtain local coordinates add a local coordinate system separately.
You can either choose one of the pre-defined coordinate systems or import a
coordinate system using a trfset.dat file.

☞ To import a coordinate system successfully, ensure that it is based on
a 3D Classical transformation.

On how to import coordinate systems see:
How to add data?
1. To select a coordinate sys-

tem open the Navigation
Slider and tap  Edit to
open the Edit Project dia-
logue.

 See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider
☞ To define a coordinate system for a project

which is not in use, tap More.... Tap the  icon
on the right next to the project name to open
the Edit Project page. Continue as described in
the following steps.

How to add a coordi-
nate system?
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2. In the Edit Project page, tap
the  icon on the right next
to Coordinate System to
open the Coordinate Sys-
tem dialogue.

3. Tap on Geographic/Projec-
ted Coord. System to
open the Select Coordi-
nate System dialogue.

 The Select Coordinate System page lists all your favourite
coordinate systems. The last used is always at the top.
☞ WGS84 is always available.
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4. Tap the  icon in the upper
right corner of the page to
add a coordinate system.

 Choose between:
• add from List
• add from Dropbox
• add from Download Folder
See also:
How to add a pre-defined coordinate system?
How to add data from Dropbox?
How to add data from the Download Folder?

1. In the Select Coordinate
System page, tap List to
choose one of the coordi-
nate systems that are pre-
installed together with Zeno
Mobile.

How to add a pre-
defined coordinate
system?
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2. Choose between:
• Geographic
• Projected

 Projected coordinate systems include a map projection.
Select the coordinate system you need.
For example, the Swiss projection can be found under Pro-
jected > National Grids > Europe > CH-LV03 MN03 or
CH-LV95-MN95.

3. A Datum Transformation (between WGS84 and the
chosen coordinate system) is selected automatically.

 Tap the  icon on the right
to edit the parameters of
the selected transformation.
Tap on the transformation
itself to choose a different
one or define a new one.

 See also:
How to define a new transformation?

☞ You can also choose to use a CSCS Model. For detailed information
see: How to add a CSCS Model to a transformation? 

☞ On how to choose a Geoid Model see: How to add a Geoid Model? 
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1. To define a new transforma-
tion tap the  icon on the
right next to Coordinate
System in the Edit Project
page. The Coordinate Sys-
tem page shows up.

 See also:
How to add a coordinate system?

2. In the Coordinate System
page, tap Datum Transfor-
mation to open the list of
transformations that are
available for the selected
coordinate system.

How to define a new
transformation?
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3. In the Select Transforma-
tion page, tap the  icon
in the upper right corner to
open the Create Transfor-
mation dialogue.
Give the new transforma-
tion a Name, select a Type
and enter the Transforma-
tion Parameters.

4. Tap OK to save the new transformation. The transforma-
tion is added to the list of default transformations that are
available for the selected coordinate system.

 ☞ Before your proceed, ensure that you have cop-
ied the CSCS files to be used to the Zeno 20
internal storage under ..\Internal storage\Leica
Geosystems\CSCS Models.

1. To add a CSCS model tap
the  icon on the right next
to Coordinate System in
the Edit Project page. The
Coordinate System page
shows up.

 See also:
How to add a coordinate system?

How to add a CSCS
Model to a transfor-
mation?
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2. Tap the  icon on the right
next to Datum Transfor-
mation to open the Edit
Transformation dialogue.

3. Scroll to the bottom and tap
CSCS Model to open the
CSCS File popup.
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4. The CSCS File popup shows
all CSCS files that have been
copied to the Zeno 20 inter-
nal storage.
Tap the CSCS file that you
want to use.

 ☞ To not use a CSCS model tap None.

5. Tap OK to apply the selected CSCS model to the project.

1. To add a geoid model tap
the  icon on the right next
to Coordinate System in
the Edit Project page. The
Coordinate System page
shows up.

 See also:
How to add a coordinate system?

How to add a Geoid
Model?
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2. In the Coordinate System
page, tap Geoid Model to
open the Geoid Model dia-
logue.

3. In the Geoid Model dia-
logue tap:
• None to not use a

geoid model.
• Geoid File to use a

geoid file

 • Separation to enter a geoid separation manually
• Predefined (EGM2008) to use a world-wide model

of low accuracy
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4. To select a geoid file tap
the  icon on the right next
to Geoid File to open the
Geoid File popup.
 
Tap the geoid file that you
want to use.

 ☞ The Geoid File popup shows all geoid files that
have been copied to the Zeno 20 internal stor-
age under ..\Internal storage\Leica Geosystems
\Geoid Models.

5. Tap OK to apply the geoid model to the project.

When adding a layer with a different coordinate system or no coordinate sys-
tem defined at all, the system needs information on how to transform the
data.
1. An Info dialogue pops up.

2. If the imported layer uses a
different coordinate system,
the system assumes that
the coordinate system infor-
mation of the layer to be
imported shall be used.

 Tap OK.

How to add a layer
with different coordi-
nate system informa-
tion?
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 If the imported layer does
not have a coordinate sys-
tem defined (because of a
missing *.prj or a projection
not supported), the system
assumes that the coordi-
nate system information of
the layer to be imported is
the same as of the active
project.

 Tap OK.

3. The Coordinate System
dialogue shows up.

 If available, the coordinate system information of the
imported data is pre-selected.
If not, the coordinate system information of the active
project is pre-selected.
Confirm the dialogue with OK or select a different coordi-
nate system and transformation here.
☞ Follow the instructions as given in the topics:
How to define a new transformation?
How to add a Geoid Model? 
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4. The defined coordinate system information is used to
transform the imported layer to the coordinate system
used by the active project.

1. To change the Unit settings
open the Navigation
Slider and tap  Settings
to open the Settings page.

 See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

2. In the Settings page, tap
Unit.
The Select Unit page
shows up.

How to change the
unit settings?
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3. In the Select Unit page, tap
the unit that you want to
use.
Supported linear units are:
• Meter
• US Survey feet
• International feet

A change in the unit settings affects the following:
• all screens in which you can define linear values like the antenna height,

accuracy limits, coordinate system parameters, the geoid height or scale
factor

• the scale bar in the map view
• the Disto S910 height (available with Zeno Mobile Professional)

See also:
How to set up gamtec?

2.4 How to import/ export project data?
To add a layer to the current project:
1. Open the Navigation Slider and tap Layers.

2. In the upper right corner of the Layers dialogue, tap the
 icon to open the Add Layer From ... page.

See also:
How to add layers from another project?
How to add data from Dropbox?
How to add data from the Download Folder?
How to add data from an external storage?

To add a project:
1. Open the Navigation Slider and tap More....

2. In the upper right corner of the Manage Project dialogue,
tap the  icon to open the Add Project From ... page.
See also:
How to add data from Dropbox?
How to add data from the Download Folder?

To add a coordinate system to a project:
1. Open the Navigation Slider and tap More....

How to add data?
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2. In the Manage Project dialogue, tap the project to which
the coordinate system shall be added.

3. In the Edit Project dialogue, tap Coordinate System.

4. In the Coordinate System dialogue, tap Geographic/
Projected Coord. System.

5. In the upper right corner of the Select Coordinate Sys-
tem dialogue, tap the  icon to select from which loca-
tion the coordinate system shall be added.
See also:
How to add a pre-defined coordinate system?
How to add data from Dropbox?
How to add data from the Download Folder?

1. In the Layer Management, tap the  in the upper right
corner to open the Add Layer From ... page.

2. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap Project to get a
list of all available projects.

How to add layers
from another project?
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3. Tap the project from which
you want to import layers.
All available layers are lis-
ted.
Tap onto the layer that you
want to import.

4. The layer is added to your current project.
☞ The layer including all data is added.

Dropbox is one of the media devices to add layers, projects or coordinate sys-
tems and can be accessed using the respective Add Data From ... pages.
See also:
How to add data?
1. In the Add Data From ...

page, tap Dropbox to open
the directory.

How to add data from
Dropbox?
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2. If you connect to Dropbox
for the first time, you have
to go through Cloud Stor-
age Authentication once.

 ☞ Once authenticated, the system remembers
your e-mail address and password.

3. Browse to the directory where the layer, project or coordi-
nate system to be imported is stored.
☞ Only data types supported by Zeno Mobile are

shown in the list.
See also: Import formats

☞ Coordinate systems have to be of type Classical
3D. Others are ignored when importing the
trfset.dat file.

☞ Geoid files and CSCS files stored in the same
folder as the trfset.dat file are imported auto-
matically with the coordinate system.
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4. Tap the layer, project or
coordinate system file to be
imported.

The Download Folder is one of the media devices to add layers, projects or
coordinate systems and can be accessed using the respective Add Data
From ... pages.
See also:
How to add data?
1. In the Add Data From ...

page, tap Download
Folder to open the direc-
tory.

How to add data from
the Download Folder?
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2. In the Download Folder
tap the layer, project or
coordinate system that you
want to add.
The copy in the Download
Folder serves as a backup.

☞ If you have stored layers, projects or coordinate systems in subdirec-
tories, browse to the directory where the layer, project or coordinate
system to be imported is stored.

☞ Only data types supported by Zeno Mobile are shown in the list.
See also: Import formats

☞ On how to add layers using the Zeno Data Model, see also: How to 
add layers via the Zeno Data Model for Excel?

☞ Coordinate systems have to be of type Classical 3D. Others are
ignored when importing the trfset.dat file.

☞ Geoid files and CSCS files stored in the same directory as the
trfset.dat file are imported automatically with the coordinate system.

Data saved onto an external storage can be accessed using the respective Add
Data From ... pages.
See also:
How to add data?

How to add data from
an external storage?
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1. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap SD Card or USB
Storage.

2. Browse to the directory
where the layer to be
imported is stored and tap
the layer to add it to your
project.

Making use of the Zeno Data Model for Excel, you can also prepare a layer tem-
plate in the office. The template can be read by Zeno Mobile to add layers to
the system.

☞ The Zeno Data Model for Excel is available on myWorld. Please, down-
load it, open it and go to the sheet called "Sample" as reference for
the following descriptions.

☞ Before using the Zeno Data Model enable the macro in Excel.

In the main sheet called "Template" you will find:
• columns with blue headers for defining the Layers
• columns with green headers for defining the Layer attributes.

How to add layers via
the Zeno Data Model
for Excel?
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Functionality corresponds 1:1 to the functionality available within Zeno Mobile.

See also:
How to add a layer?
How to add attributes?

In another sheet called "Lists" attribute choice lists can be defined. For a
detailed description on how to handle domains see:
How to define a list domain (choice list)?

On how to export the Zeno Data Model from Excel and import it to Zeno Mobile
see:
How to transfer the Data Model to Zeno Mobile?

1. In the column Name, type the Layer Name and press
ENTER.

2. The System Name is written automatically. An empty Sys-
tem Name is not allowed.

3. The Geometry Type is written automatically. The default
is ’Point’.
 

 Click onto the cell to change
the geometry type.

 

4. A Symbol Color is selected automatically.

 Click onto the cell to open
the Colors dialogue and
pick another colour.

 

5. A Symbol Size is selected automatically.
Enter a different value between 1 and 30 to change the
symbol size.

See also:
How to define attributes using the Zeno Data Model for Excel?

How to define a Zeno
Data Model in Excel?
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You can define as many attributes for a Layer as you want. Just add them row
by row. As soon as you enter the next Layer definition, the attributes entered
from that row onwards belong to the next layer.

1. In the column Name, type the Attribute Name and press
ENTER.

2. The System Name is written automatically. An empty Sys-
tem Name is not allowed.

3. The Type is written automatically. The default is ’Text’.
 

 Click onto the cell to change
the attribute type.

 

Depending on the selected Type, other cells become available for editing or
selection. For further information on which items are available for single attrib-
ute types, refer to the chapter:
2.10 How to add/edit attributes?

☞ When a cell offers a drop-down list choose an item from the list.

☞ When you make an invalid entry to a cell you will get an error mes-
sage.

On how to define choice lists see:
How to define a list domain (choice list)?

There are three possibilities to enter choice lists:
• Adding list item after list item to a cell (Alt+Enter)
• Copying a list from the "Lists" sheet.
• Using domains

Defining a domain is a neat way to handle lists: changes in the list entries are
taken over automatically for all instances where the domain is referenced.
1. Switch to the Excel sheet called "Lists".

2. Enter your list of attributes in one column.

How to define attrib-
utes using the Zeno
Data Model for Excel?

How to define a list
domain (choice list)?
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3. Group all entries by highlighting them, right-clicking into
the selection and selecting "Define Name..." from the
Excel context menu.
The list is grouped under the name you choose and can be
referenced by this name.

4. Return to the main sheet called "Template".
Go to the cell that shall reference the List Domain.

5. Type "fx = domain(name)"
Or to just reference a subset of items, type "fx =
domain(Lists!B1:B5)"
This inserts just column entries B1 to B5.

☞ Changes in the domain are taken over automatically to the main
sheet. However, if you add list items, you have to select all entries
again and re-name the domain.

☞ If you want to use the same name again, go to Formulas > Name
Manager and delete the name. Afterwards you can use it again for
the updated choice list.

1. Tap the Export Data Model button at the top of the main
sheet.
☞ If Errors occur they are reported to you one

after the other. Correct each and press the but-
ton again until no more errors are reported.

2. Choose a location where the *.zdm file shall be written to
and give it a unique name.

3. Copy the *.zdm file to the Download Folder on the Zeno
20 or to Dropbox.

4. In Zeno Mobile, open a project or create a project and go
to the Layer Management.
See also:
How to manage layers?

5. Tap the  icon in the upper right corner to open the Add
Layer From ... page.

How to transfer the
Data Model to Zeno
Mobile?
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6. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap Download
Folder or Dropbox
depending on where you
have stored the *.zdm file.

 

7. Tap the *.zdm file to add the layers and attributes defined
in it to the project.
 
See also:
How to add data from the Download Folder?
How to add data from Dropbox?

Data, that is layers and/or projects, can be shared via Dropbox, via the Down-
load Folder or via external storage (like USB flash drive or MicroSD card).

Each of the media devices can be accessed via:
• the Layer Management (Layers page) to export layers
• the Project Management (Manage Project page) to export projects

On how to access each of the management components see:
How to manage layers?
How to manage projects?

☞ Coordinate Systems can only be imported, but not exported sepa-
rately.

When you share data it will automatically be zipped. The file name will be that
of the stored layer or project including date and time.

Dropbox is one of the media devices to share layers or projects.
See also:
How to share data?

How to share data?

How to share data via
Dropbox?
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1. Tap and hold the layer or
project that shall be shared.
See also:
How to manage layers?
How to manage projects?
The layer or project gets
highlighted.

 ☞ You can also select multiple layers or projects.

2. Tap the  icon in the action
bar. In the drop-down list,
tap Dropbox.

 ☞ In order to share data via DropBox you have to
go through Cloud Storage Authentication
once. For future access you can make the sys-
tem remember your e-mail address and pass-
word.
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3. Choose whether you want
to share the data as:
• KML or
• ASCII or
• Shapefile or
• Zeno Mobile Project

 See also:
Export formats

4. Choose a directory where
the data shall be stored and
tap Done in the upper right
corner to upload the layer
or project.

The Download Folder is one of the media devices to share layers or projects.
See also:
How to share data?

How to share data via
the Downloads
Folder?
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1. Tap and hold the layer or
project that shall be shared.
See also:
How to manage layers?
How to manage projects?
The layer or project gets
highlighted.

 ☞ You can also select multiple layers or projects.

2. Tap the  icon in the action
bar. In the drop-down list,
tap Download Folder.
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3. Choose whether you want
to share the data as:
• KML or
• ASCII or
• Shapefile or
• Zeno Mobile Project

 See also:
Export formats

4. Choose a directory where
data shall be stored and tap
Done in the upper right
corner to upload the layer
or project.

Zeno Mobile supports the use of external storage for data export.
• MicroSD card (Micro Secure Digital)
• USB flash drive

☞ External storage devices have to be formatted in FAT32.

How to export data
using an external
storage?
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1. Tap and hold the layer or
project that shall be shared.
The layer or project gets
highlighted.

 See also:
How to manage layers?
How to manage projects?
How to share data via Dropbox?
How to share data via the Downloads Folder?

 ☞ You can also select multiple layers or projects.

2. Tap the  icon in the action
bar. In the drop-down list,
tap SD Card or USB Stor-
age.
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3. Choose the data format:
• KML or
• ASCII or
• Shapefile or
• Zeno Mobile Project

 See also:
Export formats

4. Choose a directory where
data shall be stored and tap
Done in the upper right
corner to upload the layer
or project.
☞ Tap the  icon to

create a directory.

See also:
How to share data?

Zeno Mobile supports the use of external storage for data import.
• MicroSD card (Micro Secure Digital)
• USB flash drive

☞ External storage devices have to be formatted in FAT32.
1. Tap the  icon in the upper right corner to open the Add

Layer From ... page.

How to import data
using an external
storage?
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2. In the Add Layer From ...
page, tap SD Card or USB
Storage.

3. Browse to the directory
where the layer to be
imported is stored and tap
the layer to add it to your
project.

You can import:
• KML files including photos
• ASCII files (using a specific format)
• Shapefiles
• CAD files (read-only)
• Zeno Mobile projects
• Coordinate systems saved in trfset.dat files

You can export:

Import formats

Export formats
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• projects or layers saved as KML files (to be imported or exported from or
to Google Earth) including photos

• projects or layers saved as ASCII files (a specific format is written by Zeno
Mobile and most CAD packages)

• layers saved as Shapefiles
• whole Zeno Mobile projects

2.5 How to prepare Zeno Mobile for GNSS?

1. Connect the external AS05/AS10 antenna to the Zeno 20
with an antenna cable.

2. Connect to GPS from inside
the Android Quick Setting
Menu.

 See also:
How to switch GNSS on/off?
The external antenna is recognised as an extension of the
internal antenna. Unless disconnected, the external
antenna is used for tracking instead of the internal
antenna.

☞ You can also use an external SmartAntenna, see also: How to connect 
to an external SmartAntenna (GG04/GG04 plus/GG03/GG02 plus)?

1. Make sure that you are connected to GPS.
See also:
How to switch GNSS on/off?

2. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

How to connect to an
external antenna
(AS05/AS10)?

How to connect to an
external SmartAn-
tenna (GG04/GG04
plus/GG03/GG02
plus)?
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3. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS and then
Antenna.

4. All Bluetooth sensors in range are listed. The Zeno 20
internal antenna is always displayed on top.

 Tap the sensor that you
want to get connected to.

 ☞ If the Bluetooth connection cannot be estab-
lished tap the Search button at the bottom of
the page to reinforce a scanning for sensors in
range.

☞ Only Zeno SmartAntennas can be connected.
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5. If you connect to a sensor
for the first time you have
to enter its pair code first.
Entering the pair code is
necessary only once.

 
 ☞ The pair code for Zeno SmartAntennas is always

0000.

6. Zeno Mobile connects to
the selected antenna and
the subtitle of the sensor
shows you its status as
"Connected".

 Next to the sensor the Edit icon  appears. Tap this icon
to:
• set a cut-off angle, see also: How to set the cut-off 

angle?
• set the antenna height, see also: How to change the 

antenna height?
• reset the antenna, see also: How to reset the sensor 

in use?
• view the antenna information, see also: How to get 

information on the sensor in use?
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With the cut-off angle, you set the minimum acceptable satellite elevation
angle (above the horizon) to avoid blockage of the line of sight, multipath
errors or too high tropospheric or ionospheric delay values.
The default value for the cut-off angle is 10°. Satellites below 10° above the
horizon are not considered in the computation of the GNSS solution.
1. Make sure that you are connected to the antenna.

☞ The cut-off angle can only be changed for the
antenna in use.

2. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

3. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS.

4. In the GPS page, tap Cut-
Off Angle.

How to set the cut-
off angle?
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5. A slider shows up. Tap it
and slide it to the desired
value. The default value is
10°.
Tap OK to set the cut-off
angle.

1. Make sure that you are connected to the antenna.
☞ The antenna height can only be changed for the

antenna in use.

2. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

3. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS.

How to change the
antenna height?
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4. In the GPS page, tap
Antenna Height.

5. In the Antenna Height
popup, enter the correct
height value and confirm it
by tapping OK.

 See also:
How to change the unit settings?

By default, the antenna is authenticated already and the licence key set. How-
ever, if you buy an extra option, for example GLONASS, you have to go through
the authentication procedure once again manually.
1. Make sure that you are connected to the antenna that you

want to upgrade.
See also:
How to connect to an external SmartAntenna (GG04/GG04 
plus/GG03/GG02 plus)?

How to upgrade the
antenna?
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2. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

3. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS and then
Antenna.

4. All antennas in range are lis-
ted but only the antenna in
use can be edited. Tap the

 icon next to it to open
the Antenna Settings
page.
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5. In the Antenna Settings,
tap Upgrade Antenna.

6. Choose between:
• Get Auth-Code Online
• Enter Auth-Code man-

ually
• Browse Auth-Code File

 For all three options the procedure corresponds to the
licencing options you have for Zeno Mobile.
See also:
How to get a licence online?
How to enter a licence key manually?
How to browse for a licence file?

7. The upgrade may take several minutes.
☞ Do not switch off the antenna!
A message informs you when the upgrade has completed
successfully.
Confirm the message with OK.
The antenna starts tracking again after a few minutes.
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A reset of the sensor in use implies an F-Reset of the OEM615 board. Ephem-
eris and Almanach data are deleted.
In order to solve, for example, tracking problems, a reset of the sensor might
become necessary.
1. Make sure that you are connected to the sensor.

☞ Only the sensor in use can be reset.

2. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

3. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS and then
Antenna.

4. All antennas in range are lis-
ted but only the antenna in
use can be edited. Tap the

 icon next to it to open
the Antenna Settings
page.

How to reset the sen-
sor in use?
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5. In the Antenna Settings, tap
Reset Antenna.
An F-Reset of the OEM615
board is started. Ephemeris
and Almanach data are
deleted.

 ☞ Do not switch off the Antenna!

6. The reset may take several minutes. A message informs
you when the reset has completed successfully.
Confirm the message with OK.
The antenna starts tracking again after a few minutes.

1. Make sure that you are connected to the sensor.
☞ You can only request information on the

antenna in use.

2. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

How to get informa-
tion on the sensor in
use?
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3. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS and then
Antenna.

4. All antennas in range are lis-
ted but only the antenna in
use can be edited. Tap the

 icon next to it to open
the Antenna Settings
page.
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5. In Antenna Settings, tap
Info to get information on:

 • the Sensor Name and Type
• the Firmware version
• the Serial Number of the GNSS board
• the Sensor Configuration

To take measurements with high accuracy a real-time correction is needed.

☞ For selected countries, the Zeno 20 is shipped with a pre-customised
Leica SmartNet RTK profile. As soon as you purchase a valid Leica
SmartNet licence, the Leica SmartNet profile can be used for obtain-
ing centimetre accuracy. You are provided with a User ID and Pass-
word and are informed upon the Mountpoint to be used for your
Leica SmartNet RTK profile. For further information see also: How to 
edit an RTK profile?

☞ An SBAS profile is always pre-defined for each country. It can be used
free-of-charge, but only delivers submeter accuracy.

☞ Different Spot options can be purchased for GG04/GG04 plus, allow-
ing to use a subscription-based correction service provided through
satellite. Unlike RTK corrections, those correction services do not
require any mobile data connection. If a Spot option is available, it is
used instead of the default SBAS profile. For further information on
the different Spot options, read the GG04/GG04 plus Manual.

1. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

How to define a real-
time correction pro-
file?
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2. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS and then
Realtime Corrections.

3. In the Realtime Correc-
tions page, tap the  icon
in the upper right corner to
define a new profile.

 You are guided through a wizard to:
• enter the profile details
• select the profile type
• add or select an RTK server
• check the RTK correction details
See also:
The RTK wizard

4. Tap Finish to leave the wizard and create the RTK profile.
It is selected and used automatically.

☞ RTK profiles only have to be defined once and can then be used any
time you connect to RTK.
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With the release of the Hexagon Imagery Program, or HxIP, in June 2014, qual-
ity geospatial imagery, captured with Leica Geosystems’ airborne sensors, is
now available online.

 The so-called Basemap
Service is cached imagery of
current 30 cm true colour
updated regularly. It is ideal
for infrastructure inspec-
tions and a foundation to
derive context for feature
layers.
 

HxIP feeds Zeno Mobile with detailed imagery of populated locations in the
continental United States, Canada and various European regions. Program cov-
erage is rapidly increasing.
See also:
How to add the Hexagon Imagery Program?

1. Make sure you are connected to the Internet.

2. In the first wizard page,
enter the Profile Details,
that is, give the profile a
Profile Name. Entering a
Profile Description is
optional.

The Hexagon Imagery
Program

The RTK wizard
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 Tap Next at the bottom of the page to proceed to the
Select profile type page.

3. Select the Profile Type.
Choose between:
• Internet, using an RTK

server
• Radio, using a radio

device
• Beacon, using beacon

device

 If you want to use a positioning service, for example like
SAPOS, choose Internet.
Tap Next at the bottom of the page to proceed to the
Select Server page.

4. Tap the  in the upper
right corner to define the
RTK Server.
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5. The Create Data Server
page opens up. From your
RTK service provider, you
can get the details to be
entered here, like the serv-
er’s Address, Port, User ID
and Password. Give the
server any Name you like.

 Tap the checkbox "Use NTRIP with server" if you want to
use NTRIP.
 
Confirm your entries with OK to create the data server.
You are redirected back to the wizard page.

6. The newly added data
server is selected by default.

 ☞ To edit the server tap the  icon to its right.
Tap Next at the bottom of the page to proceed to the
Select Mountpoint page.
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7. Enter the Mountpoint or
open up a list of Mount-
points by tapping the 
icon on the right.
To select a Mountpoint from
the list tap it once.

 Tap Next at the bottom of the page to proceed to the
RTK Correction Details page.

8. In the last wizard page,
define the Data Format,
the Network Type and the
Reference Antenna.
To establish an automatic
connection, switch Auto
Connect to ON.

 Again, you can get the details be entered here from your
RTK service provider.
Tap Finish to leave the wizard and create the RTK profile.
It is selected and used automatically.

1. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

How to edit an RTK
profile?
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2. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS and then
Realtime Corrections.

 All available Realtime Profiles are listed.

3. To select a profile for edit-
ing, tap it once. Only active
profiles can be edited.
Tap the  icon next to the
profile’s name to open the
Profile Properties.

 ☞ The SBAS profile cannot be edited.
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4. In the Profile Properties tap
the respective  icon to
edit:
• the Data Server
• the Data Format
• the Network Type
• the Reference Antenna
To establish an automatic
connection, switch Auto
Connect to ON.

5. If you have purchased a SmartNet licence you have to
select the Mountpoint here.

 Go to Data Server, select
the server, tap the  icon
and select the Mountpoint
at the bottom of the Edit
Data Server page.

1. In the Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

How to delete an RTK
profile?
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2. In the Zeno Mobile SENSOR
Settings, tap GPS and then
Realtime Corrections.

 

 All available Realtime Profiles are listed.

3. Tap and hold the profile
that you want to delete.
Tap the  icon in the upper
right corner to delete the
selected profile.

 
 ☞ The pre-configured SBAS profile cannot be

deleted.

1. In the Realtime Corrections page, select the RTK profile
that you would like to connect to.
To establish an automatic connection, switch Auto Con-
nect to ON.
See also:
How to define a real-time correction profile?

How to establish an
RTK connection?
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2. In the Map View, tap the  toolbar button. After a while,
the icon becomes green and the position accuracy increa-
ses.
☞ To stop RTK tap the button again.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Toolbars

☞ Whenever you start or stop RTK you are also notified in the Zeno
Mobile Notification Area.

☞ If you are connected to RTK using a mobile data connection, be aware
of mobile data costs.

Specify the number of incoming GNSS position coordinates that Zeno Mobile
should use for calculating an average coordinate.
1. Open the Navigation

Slider and tap onto  Set-
tings to open the Settings
page.

How to enable Aver-
aging?
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2. In the Settings page, tap
Averaging.

3. A popup shows up.
Enter the desired averaging
time in seconds.
Tap OK.
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4. Measure a point.
When Averaging is switched
on, then as many measure-
ments as set under Averag-
ing are taken on a point.
Progress is indicated to you.

 Instead of a single measurement the averaged result is
stored to enhance position quality.

Zeno Mobile automatically logs raw data from observations for each project.
When storing raw GNSS observations, the physical properties of the original
observations are retained. In the office, you can apply post-processing algo-
rithms to error models and thus obtain more accurate results.
To post-process all data captured in Zeno Mobile, use the Zeno Mobile tools for
Zeno Office. For further information, see the following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZbE77GDKFQ

☞ To obtain optimal results, set longer observation times. See also:
How to enable Averaging?.

2.6 How to measure Features in Zeno Mobile?
The internal GNSS antenna of Zeno 20 is pre-configured and ready to be used.
But, in order to save battery, the antenna is not switched on automatically
when starting up Zeno Mobile.
There are two locations from where you can switch on the internal GNSS:
• from the Android Quick Settings menu
• from the Android System Settings

To switch on GNSS from the Quick Settings menu:
1. Tap the Android Notifica-

tion Area at the top with
two fingers and pull it
downwards with a swipe to
open the Android Quick
Settings menu directly.

Raw data logging

How to switch GNSS
on/off?
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 Alternatively, tap onto the
Android Notification Area
at the top and pull it down-
wards with a swipe to open
the Android Notification
Drawer.

2. In the Android Notification Drawer, tap the  button in
the upper right corner to open the Android Quick Set-
tings menu.

 In the Android Quick Set-
tings menu tap onto 
GPS to switch on/off the
internal GNSS of Zeno 20.

To switch on GNSS from the Android Settings:
1. Tap the All Apps button on your Home screen and then

 Settings to enter the Android System Settings.

2. In the Android System
Settings, tap Location
Access.
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3. Tap the switcher and slide it
rightwards to switch ON the
internal GNSS.

In the Zeno Mobile Notification Area , the GNSS icon shows up to indicate
the solution type.

☞ To save battery, switch off GNSS when not needed.

☞ To obtain centimetre accuracy, establish an RTK connection.

See also:
The Zeno Mobile Notification Area
How to establish an RTK connection?

1. Position the device on the point that shall be measured
and tap the  toolbar button to take a GNSS measure-
ment.
☞ To do standard measuring make sure that the

position usage is set to Create new
point(default). The active mode is indicated on
the green pin. In the default usage mode the
green pin appears like this: 

 See also:
Position usage: Update position
Position usage: Verify position

How to measure
points with GNSS?
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 If GNSS is switched off you
are guided directly to the
Location access page.
Tap the switcher and slide it
rightwards to switch GNSS
ON.

 ☞ In order to save battery, GNSS is switched off by
default.

See also:
How to switch GNSS on/off?

2. The Feature Tag pops up
and shows you to which
feature layer the just meas-
ured point belongs unless
you change the layer.

 See also:
The Feature Tag
Make sure that the feature layer in use is of type Point. If
it is not, tap the Feature Tag and select or define a layer
of type Point.
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 ☞ If there are no feature layers defined yet in your
project then the New Layer dialogue pops up to
make you define the first layer in your project.
See also: How to add a layer?

3. Measure the next point.

1. To change the position
usage open the Navigation
Slider and tap  Settings
to open the Settings page.

 In the Settings page, tap
Usage.
 

 

2. In the Usage page, tap Update active point. In this
usage mode you can remeasure points and the green pin
appears like this: 

Position usage:
Update position
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1. To change the position
usage open the Navigation
Slider and tap  Settings
to open the Settings page.

 In the Settings page, tap
Usage.

2. In the Usage page, tap Verify position of active point.
This mode is mainly used with stakeout. Offsets are writ-
ten to an auto-created layer called Verified Point and the
green pin appears like this: .
☞ You can also make the system write the offset

values to the Feature layer itself. See also: Auto 
Field Types

Position usage: Verify
position
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3. To inspect the offsets open the Attributes tab of the
Zeno Mobile Context Window.
Offsets, Accuracy and the Modification Date are writ-
ten automatically to the attribute fields. Optionally take or
select a Picture.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Attributes
☞ Alternatively, you can also access the Edit

Attributes page by tapping the Verified Point
layer in the Feature tag and then selecting Edit
Attributes from the Wheel menu.

In the map view, the symbol for verified points overlays the feature layer sym-
bology to indicate that a verification measurement has been taken on this
point.

☞ The Verified Point layer can be exported like any other feature layer,
see also:

Export formats

Immediately after a measurement has been taken the Feature Tag pops up on
the position that has just been measured.
The Feature Tag shows you:
  

• the feature layer of the
just taken measurement

• the symbology used for
that feature layer

☞ The Feature Tag stays open for 5 seconds. Then it transforms to the
green pin  not to occupy too much space in the Map View. In order
to re-open the Feature Tag, tap the green pin.

☞ A Feature Tag is also available on paused features. To open it tap the
Pause icon .

The Feature Tag
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In Zeno Mobile Professional,
the Feature Tag offers addi-
tional short-cut functional-
ity to add feature layers 
or to pause single feature
layers .

 

See also:
How to add a feature to a vertex (Multi-Collect)?
How to pause a feature (Multi-Collect)?

 

The Wheel Menu offers context-sensitive functionality on vertices or features.
To open the Wheel Menu
tap the feature tag.
The green bubble in the
Wheel Menu always shows
the 2D accuracy of a meas-
ured point.

 

 

Using the Wheel Menu you can:

The Wheel Menu
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• Edit Attributes, see also:
How to edit Attributes?

• Delete the Point
• Change the Feature Layer (Not …?), see also:

How to change a feature layer (Not...?)?
• Finalise a Line/Polygon Feature, see also:

How to finalise a feature?
• Open a Point Info

popup and view the
Point Coordinates and
the Coordinate System
in use (by tapping the
green bubble)

• Close the Wheel Menu by tapping the Back button

1. Position the device on the first point of the line and tap
the  toolbar button to take a GNSS measurement.
If GNSS is switched off you are guided directly to the
Location access page.

 Tap the switcher and slide it
rightwards to switch GNSS
ON.

How to measure lines
with GNSS?
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 ☞ In order to save battery, GNSS is switched off by
default.
See also: How to switch GNSS on/off?

2. The Feature Tag pops up
and shows you to which
feature layer the just meas-
ured point (vertex) belongs
unless you change the layer.

 
 See also:

How to change a feature layer (Not...?)?
Make sure that the feature layer in use is of type Polyline.
If it is not, tap the feature tag and select or define a
layer of type Polyline.
☞ If there are no feature layers defined yet in your

project then the New Layer dialogue pops up to
make you define the first layer in your project.
See also: How to add a layer?
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3. Move on and position the
device on the point on
which you want to continue
the line.

 

 The green pin remains on the last measured vertex until
the next measurement is taken.
A preview line is drawn between the last active vertex and
the GNSS cursor. It indicates the future geometry of the
line and helps you to orientate yourself in the map.

4. Tap the  button again to take the next measurement.
The green pin moves to the just measured point.

5. Move on and position the
device on the next point or
finalise the Line. The line is
continued until you finalise
it or pause it.
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 ☞ Line features have to consist of at least two
points to be finalised.

See also:
How to finalise a feature?
How to pause a feature?
As long as you continue a line, it is drawn in turquoise
sketching colour and the preview line indicates its future
geometry.

6. When you finalise a line it
takes over the feature col-
our as defined for the layer.

 See also:
How to change the layer symbology?

1. Position the device on the first point of the polygon and
tap the  toolbar button to take a GNSS measurement.
If GNSS is switched off you are guided directly to the
Location access page.

How to measure poly-
gons with GNSS?
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 Tap the switcher and slide it
rightwards to switch GNSS
ON.

 
 ☞ In order to save battery, GNSS is switched off by

default.
See also: How to switch GNSS on/off?

2. The Feature Tag pops up
and shows you to which
feature layer the just meas-
ured point (vertex) belongs
unless you change the layer.
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 See also:
How to change a feature layer (Not...?)?
Make sure that the feature layer in use is of type Polygon.
If it is not, tap the feature tag and select or define a
layer of type Polygon.
☞ If there are no feature layers defined yet in your

project then the New Layer dialogue pops up to
make you define the first layer in your project.
See also: How to add a layer?

3. Move on and position the
device on the point on
which you want to continue
the polygon.

 The green pin remains on the last active vertex until the
next measurement is taken.
Take a measurement and move on to a third point.
A transparent turquoise preview area is drawn between
the first point, the GNSS cursor and the active vertex. It
indicates the future geometry of the polygon.
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4. Tap the  button again to
take the third measure-
ment. The Green Pin moves
to the just measured point.

 

 What used to be the preview area is filled with the feature
colour as defined for the layer.
See also:
How to change the layer symbology?

5. Move on and position the
device on another point or
finalise the Polygon. The
Polygon is continued until
you finalise it or pause it.

 ☞ Polygon features have to consist of at least
three points to be finalised.

See also:
How to finalise a feature?
How to pause a feature?
As long as you continue a Polygon, its border lines are
drawn in turquoise sketching colour and the transparent
preview area indicates its future geometry.
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6. When you finalise a Poly-
gon it is closed automati-
cally and its borders take on
the feature colour as
defined for the layer.

Vertices can be deleted for Points, Lines and Polygons. In case of Points, the
whole feature is deleted, including all attribute information.
1. Only active vertices, indicated by the green pin, can be

deleted.
☞ To activate a vertex move the green pin toward

it, wait until it snaps and release it.

2. Tap the active vertex to open the Feature Tag.

3. Tap the feature tag to open the Wheel Menu.

4. In the Wheel Menu, tap
Delete Point.

How to delete a
point/vertex?
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 ☞ Remember that Lines have to consist of at least
two vertices and Polygons of at least three verti-
ces. So, a line vertex can only be deleted if the
line still consists of at least two vertices. In case
of a polygon at least three vertices have to be
left.

5. The vertex is deleted and the feature is redrawn in the
Map View to show its new geometry. The green pin moves
to the previously measured point.

1. Tap the feature tag to open the Wheel Menu.
See also:
The Feature Tag

2. In the Wheel Menu, tap
Not...?.

 The button always asks you whether the point/vertex you
are measuring shall NOT be of the feature layer that is cur-
rently in use.
By tapping it you achieve two things at a time:
• you pause the feature that is currently in use and
• you are able to select a different feature layer or

define a new one.
See also:
How to pause a feature?

How to change a fea-
ture layer (Not...?)?
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3. The Change To ... dialogue
pops up.
Tap the feature layer that
shall be used for the current
vertex.

 ☞ The feature layer stays in use until the Not...?
button is tapped again.

Or tap the  icon in the upper right corner to add a fea-
ture layer to the project.

4. If you tap  the New
Layer dialogue shows up.
Define the feature layer and
tap OK to add it to your
project and use it with the
current vertex.

 ☞ Layers can also be added from other projects,
from Dropbox or from the Download Folder.

See also:
How to add layers from another project?
How to add data from Dropbox?
How to add data from the Download Folder?
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Point Features are finalised automatically as soon as they are taken. Features
of type Line or Polygon have to be finalised manually as soon as all vertices
belonging to a line or polygon are measured.

☞ Lines have to consist of at least two points and Polygons have to con-
sist of at least three points before they can be finalised.

1. On the last vertex that shall still belong to the line or poly-
gon, tap onto the feature tag to open the Wheel Menu.

2. In the Wheel Menu, tap
Finalize Feature to finish
the line or polygon.

 ☞ When you finalise a feature the Green Pin disap-
pears. If you finalise a paused feature the Pause
icon disappears.

☞ Unless you change the layer, the next measured
feature belongs to the same feature layer by
default.

 
See also:
How to pause a feature?
How to change a feature layer (Not...?)?

1. Tap the  toolbar button to switch on the Digitize mode.

How to finalise a fea-
ture?

How to move a vertex
by Tap and Hold?
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2. In the Map View, tap and
hold the vertex to be
moved.

 ☞ Only vertices of active features can be moved.

3. The new target icon 
appears to indicate that you
are moving a vertex.
Move the icon to the
desired place in the map,
for example to the corner of
a building, and release it.
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4. The vertex moves to the
new position.

When you finalise the
"Street" feature you see
that the "Street" shares a
vertex now with the build-
ing.
When you tap and hold this
vertex the selection roll
shows up offering you the
"Building" and the "Street"
feature for selection.

 

 

☞ Active vertices can be moved to any place in the map. If they are
moved to other vertices they snap and share the coordinate informa-
tion. If they are moved just somewhere in the map, their coordinates
are digitised from the map.

If features are paused these are typically line or area features. For example,
while you are measuring a main street you come to a branching rural path and
you want to measure its junction as a separate feature. In this case, you would
not want to finalise the main street because you will have to go on measuring
it after the junction of the rural path. Thus, pause it!

How to pause a fea-
ture?
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1. Measure the vertex that shall belong to another feature
layer.

2. As soon as the measurement is taken the feature tag pops
up.
Tap the feature tag to open the Wheel Menu.

3. In the Wheel Menu, tap
Not...?.

4. The Change To ... dialogue
pops up.
Select a different feature
layer from the list or define
a new one, for example
"Path".

5. The feature that has been in use so far, for example
"Street", is going to be paused.
See also:
How to change a feature layer (Not...?)?
How to add a layer?
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6. In the Map View, a Pause
icon  appears on the last
vertex of the paused fea-
ture. It indicates that this
feature has not been final-
ised, yet.

 
 See also:

How to activate a paused feature?
☞ Tap the Pause icon to make the feature tag

appear and access the Wheel Menu for the
paused feature.

On how to pause multi-collect features see:
How to add a feature to a vertex (Multi-Collect)?
How to pause a feature (Multi-Collect)?

1. Measure the vertex that shall again belong to a paused
feature.

2. Double tap onto the Pause icon  on the feature that
shall be continued.
The paused feature is reactivated and the newly measured
vertex becomes the next belonging to it.

How to activate a
paused feature?
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 Alternatively, tap once and
select Activate Feature
from the Wheel Menu.

 The feature you have been measuring so far is paused.
See also:
How to pause a feature?

3. Alternatively, tap the green pin  to open the feature tag
on the newly measured vertex. Then tap the feature tag to
open the Wheel Menu.

4. In the Wheel Menu, tap
Not ... ?.
See also: How to change a 
feature layer (Not...?)?
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5. The Change To ... dialogue
pops up.

 ☞ All paused features are indicated by a Pause
icon.

Tap the feature that shall be continued, in this case
"Street (2)".
☞ To start a new feature of the same type, just tap

the feature again, in this case "Street".

1. Tap onto the Pause icon  to open the feature tag on the
paused feature. Then tap the feature tag to open the
Wheel Menu.

2. In the Wheel Menu, tap
Finalize Feature.
See also:
How to pause a feature?

How to finalise a
paused feature?
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1. Tap and hold the feature to be deleted. The feature gets
highlighted and the Wheel Menu shows up.
☞ You need not activate a feature to delete it.

☞ If you tap more than one feature then the
Selection Roll shows up. Swipe to the feature to
be deleted and tap it.

2. In the Wheel Menu tap
Delete Feature.

 ☞ The feature is deleted without any confirmation
request.

1. In the Map View, tap and
hold the feature to be acti-
vated.

How to delete a fea-
ture?

How to activate a
finalised feature by
Tap and Hold?
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 ☞ If you tap and hold a feature belonging to more
than one feature class (Multi-Collect), select all
features that shall be reactivated. See also:
How to activate a finalised feature by Tap and 
Hold (Multi-Collect)?

2. In the Wheel Menu tap
Activate Feature.

3. The feature is reactivated
and the green pin moves to
its last measured vertex.
You are ready to continue
measuring the feature.

 ☞ The feature that has been active before is
paused. See also: How to pause a feature?

See also:
How to activate a finalised feature using the Green Pin?
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1. In the Map View, tap and
hold the green pin and drag
it to the feature that shall
be reactivated.

 ☞ If you drag the green pin to a feature belonging
to more than one feature class (Multi-Collect),
all features are reactivated simultaneously. See
also: How to activate a finalised feature by Tap 
and Hold (Multi-Collect)?

2. Drop the green pin on the
feature that shall be reacti-
vated.

 ☞ The green pin has to snap to one of the fea-
ture’s vertices before it can be dropped.

☞ The feature from which the green pin is dragged
away is finalised automatically.

See also:

How to activate a
finalised feature
using the Green Pin?
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How to activate a finalised feature by Tap and Hold?

1. Tap the green pin, hold it and move it toward the vertex
on which you want to continue the line.

2. Wait until the pin snaps to the desired vertex and release
it.
If you move the pin to the beginning or the end of a line,
the line is continued in one or the other direction as in the
standard line measuring workflow.
See also:
How to measure lines with GNSS?

3. If you move the green pin to an intermediate vertex the
line is "broken" at that point in order to insert new verti-
ces.
Preview lines between the GNSS cursor and the selected
vertex indicate the future geometry of the line.
☞ If you move the green pin to a vertex belonging

to more than one feature layer (Multi-Collect),
all features are continued. On how to exclude
features from being continued see:
How to pause a feature (Multi-Collect)?
How to finalise a paused feature (Multi-Collect)?

4. To stop adding vertices tap the green pin to open the
Feature Tag. Then tap the Feature Tag to open the Wheel
Menu and select Finalize Feature.
See also:
How to finalise a paused feature?

Workflow example:
A vertex shall be inserted between points 2 and 3 of the following sample line.
1. First, move the green pin to

vertex 2.
Preview lines indicate the
future geometry of the line
if you would trigger a meas-
urement on the GNSS cur-
sor position.

2. Trigger the measurement.
 

How to add vertices
to a line?
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3. The line segment between
points 2 and 3 is removed.
The green pin moves to the
newly measured vertex and
the line takes on the new
geometry.

1. Tap the green pin, hold it and move it toward the vertex
on which you want to continue the polygon.

2. Wait until the green pin snaps to the desired vertex and
release it. The polygon is "broken" at that point in order to
insert new vertices.
A transparent turquoise preview area indicates the future
geometry of the polygon.
☞ If you move the green pin to a vertex belonging

to more than one Feature Class (Multi-Collect),
all Features are continued. On how to exclude
Features from being continued see: How to 
pause a feature (Multi-Collect)?

3. To stop inserting vertices tap the green pin to open the
Feature Tag. Then tap the Feature Tag to open the Wheel
Menu and select Finalize Feature.
See also:
How to finalise a paused feature?

Workflow example:
A vertex shall be inserted between points 2 and 3 of the following sample pol-
ygon.

How to add vertices
to a Polygon?
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1. First, move the green pin to
vertex 2. A preview area
indicates the future geome-
try of the polygon if you
would trigger a measure-
ment on the GNSS cursor
position.

2. Trigger the measurement.

3. The existing polygon seg-
ment is removed.
The green pin moves to the
newly measured vertex and
the preview area becomes
"real". The polygon takes on
the new geometry.

Imagine you are measuring a bundle of pipelines. They have got the same
coordinates but one is for gas and one for water.
In this case you can either add the second pipeline feature on each vertex you
measure (Multi-Collect) or you can measure one pipeline and clone it. The
cloned feature can have, for example, the attribute "Water" while the original
remains "Gas".
See also:
How to add a feature to a vertex (Multi-Collect)?
On how to add/edit attributes see the chapter:

How to clone a fea-
ture?
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How to add/edit Attributes?
1. Tap and hold the "Gas"

pipeline to open the Wheel
Menu.
Tap Clone Feature.

 ☞ A feature can be, but need not be active to be
cloned.

Let us further imagine that after 800 m the pipelines separate into different
directions.
1. Go on measuring the "Gas"

pipeline into one direction.
At its end, finalise the
"Gas" pipeline.
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2. Swipe the Map View to the
cloned part of the pipeline
and tap and hold it.

 

3. The Selection Roll shows
up. Select the other, the
"Water" pipe, by tapping it.
The "Water" pipe becomes
active.

 
 See also:

How to activate a finalised feature by Tap and Hold (Multi-
Collect)?
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4. Go on measuring the
"Water" pipeline.

 

2.7 How to set Position limits?
In Zeno Mobile it is possible to define Position limits. There are three kinds of
Position limits based on the accuracy value:
• Limit 2D
• Limit 3D
• Limit Height
1. Open the Navigation

Slider and tap  Settings
to open the Settings page.

How to set Position
limits?
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2. In the Settings page, tap
Limits to open the dia-
logue.

 ☞ If the limits are already defined, use the switch
to activate the Limits function.

3. The Limits dialogue shows
up. Tap each field to enter a
value.

 ☞ It is possible to set all three accuracy limits
together.

Type in the accuracy limits and tap OK.
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4. If the accuracy is outside
the previously set limits
(e.g. 0.5 m), the accuracy is
marked red in the notifica-
tion area at the bottom. It is
not possible to measure.
☞ Additionally, a

message informs
you that it is not
possible to meas-
ure because of
the limits.

5. Once the accuracy is within
the set limits (e.g. within
0.5 m), the accuracy in the
notification area turns white
and it is possible to meas-
ure.

2.8 How to use the Streaming mode?
The Streaming mode is used to capture continuous point/vertices of points,
polylines, polygons and multifeatures. It is possible to use the Streaming mode
based on user-defined intervals:
• Time interval: a vertex is generated each time the specified time interval

elapses, for example one vertex every 5 seconds.
• Distance interval: a vertex is generated after the specified distance is cov-

ered, for example one vertex every 10 metres.

How to use the
Streaming mode?
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1. Open the Navigation
Slider and tap  Settings
to open the Settings page.

2. In the Settings page, tap
Streaming to open the dia-
logue.

 ☞ If the streaming intervals are already defined,
use the switch to activate the Streaming mode.
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3. The Streaming dialogue
shows up. Tap each field to
enter a value.

 When you define a Time Interval and activate the
Streaming mode, a vertex is generated each time the
specified time interval elapses, for example every 5 sec-
onds.
When you define a Distance Interval and activate the
Streaming mode, a position is captured after the specified
distance is covered, for example every 10 metres.

 ☞ It is possible to set time and distance intervals
together.

4. When Streaming mode is
ON, the symbol of the tool-
bar button for measuring
changes.
Tap the  toolbar button to
measure in Streaming
mode.

 ☞ While using the Streaming mode it is not possi-
ble to edit attributes or enter the green pin
functionalities.
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 After the first measurement, a point/vertex is generated
depending on either the specified time or distance inter-
val, or depending on both intervals.

2.9 Multi-Collect
The significant benefit of Multi-Collect is that several features can be taken
with just a single measurement. Multiple features with identical locations can
be measured with a single shot.
All features that have been added on a vertex can be accessed, edited, paused,
continued or finalised using the feature tag.
To add a feature class:
1. Tap the  button on the Feature tag to open the Add

Feature dialogue.

2. In the Add Feature dia-
logue, tap the feature that
you want to add.

 ☞ All feature layers that are available within the
project are listed.

☞ You can add as many features as needed.

How to add a feature
to a vertex (Multi-Col-
lect)?
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3. The feature tag lists all fea-
tures that share a vertex.
Swipe it upwards or down-
wards to browse through
the features.

4. Tap a feature to open the Wheel Menu for further options.
Tap the  icon on the right to pause a feature.
☞ Point features are simply removed from the list.

☞ With the next measurement you take, all features are continued. If
you do not want a feature to be continued you can either Finalize it
before you go on measuring or Pause it.

See also:
How to pause a feature (Multi-Collect)?
How to activate a paused feature (Multi-Collect)?
How to finalise a paused feature (Multi-Collect)?

If you have acquired a Zeno Mobile Professional licence you can collect more
than one feature on a single measurement (Multi-Collect). The feature tag
shows you all available layers.
1. In the feature tag, swipe to the feature that shall be

paused.

How to pause a fea-
ture (Multi-Collect)?
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2. Tap the  button on the
right side of the feature.

3. The feature is removed from
the list. On the previous
vertex the Pause icon 
appears to indicate that a
feature has been paused.

 ☞ You can pause more than one feature at a time.

4. Alternatively, in the feature tag, tap the feature that shall
be paused.
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5. The Wheel Menu shows up.
In the Wheel Menu, select
Not...?.

6. The Change To ... dialogue
pops up.
Select a different feature
layer from the list or define
a new one.

 The feature that has been in use so far is going to be
paused.
See also:
How to change a feature layer (Not...?)?
How to add a layer?

7. On the previous vertex the Pause icon  appears to indi-
cate that a feature has been paused.

See also:
How to activate a paused feature (Multi-Collect)?
How to finalise a paused feature (Multi-Collect)?
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1. Measure the vertex that shall again belong to a paused
feature.
See also:
How to pause a feature (Multi-Collect)?

2. Tap the Pause icon  on the feature that shall be contin-
ued.

3. A feature tag pops up. It
shows all features that have
been paused on that vertex.
Swipe to the feature that
shall be continued and tap
it.

4. The Wheel Menu shows up.
Tap Activate Feature to
continue the paused fea-
ture.

 ☞ If you double tap the Pause icon in case of
Multi-Collect, all paused features on a vertex are
reactivated simultaneously.

How to activate a
paused feature
(Multi-Collect)?
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5. The paused feature is added to the list of features on the
newly measured vertex.
See also:
How to add a feature to a vertex (Multi-Collect)?

6. Alternatively, tap the green pin  to open the feature tag
on the newly measured vertex.

7. In the feature tag, tap the  icon.
See also:
How to add a feature to a vertex (Multi-Collect)?

8. The Add Feature dialogue
pops up.

 
 ☞ All paused features are indicated by a Pause

icon.
Tap the feature that shall be continued, in this case "Path
(5)".
☞ To start a new feature of the same type, tap the

feature again, in this case "Path".
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1. Tap the Pause icon  to
open the feature tag. It
shows all features that have
been paused on that vertex.
Swipe to the feature that
shall be continued and tap
it.

2. The Wheel Menu shows up.
Tap Finalize Feature.

 See also:
How to pause a feature (Multi-Collect)?
How to activate a paused feature (Multi-Collect)?

1. In the Map View, tap and hold the feature to be reactiva-
ted.

How to finalise a
paused feature
(Multi-Collect)?

How to activate a
finalised feature by
Tap and Hold (Multi-
Collect)?
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 If the feature belongs to
more than one feature class
(Multi-Collect), a selection
roll shows up.

2. Swipe the roll and tap the
feature to be reactivated.
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3. The Wheel Menu shows up.
Tap Activate Feature.

4. The feature is reactivated
and the green pin moves to
its last measured vertex.
You are ready to continue
measuring the feature.

See also:
How to activate a finalised feature using the Green Pin (Multi-Collect)?
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1. In the Map View, tap and
hold the green pin and drag
it to the feature that shall
be reactivated.

2. If you drop the green pin on
a feature that belongs to
more than one feature class
(Multi-Collect), all features
are activated.

See also:
How to activate a finalised feature by Tap and Hold (Multi-Collect)?

2.10 How to add/edit attributes?

1. Tap the feature tag to open the Wheel Menu.
See also:
The Feature Tag
☞ Shortcut functionality to quickly access the Edit

Attributes dialogue is available using the Con-
text Window. See also:

The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Attributes

How to activate a
finalised feature
using the Green Pin
(Multi-Collect)?

How to edit Attrib-
utes?
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2. In the Wheel Menu, tap
onto Edit Attributes.
See also:
The Wheel Menu 

3. The Edit Attributes dia-
logue shows up. Tap each
field to enter a value.

 ☞ To define more attributes tap the  icon in the
upper right corner. See also: How to add an 
attribute field?

☞ To delete an attribute go to the Layer Manage-
ment. See also: How to delete attributes?

On how to edit each type see also:
• How to edit text attributes?
• How to edit numeric attributes?
• How to add a photo as an attribute?
• How to edit attributes using the choice list?
• How to edit Date/Time attributes?
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1. Tap the Text Attribute Field
to make the standard char-
acters keyboard show up.

 ☞ You can enter all kinds of characters, the length
only being limited by the shape file.

1. Tap the Number Attribute
Field to make the standard
number keyboard show up.

 ☞ You need not care about number formats like
Integer, Float or Double. Enter the number as
you prefer.

How to edit text
attributes?

How to edit numeric
attributes?
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1. Tap the camera icon in the
Photo Attribute Field to
open a selection popup.

2. Tap Camera to take a photo
with the internal camera.
The Camera App starts up.

 Tap Gallery to select a photo from the standard Android
picture gallery.
In the Gallery, tap a picture to select it.

How to add a photo
as an attribute?
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3. Once you have taken or
selected a picture, it is
shown in the attribute field.

 ☞ To take or select different photo tap the camera
icon.

4. To delete the photo tap and hold the photo for a while.
The title bar at the top changes and displays a trash bin.
Tap the trash bin once to delete the picture.

Zeno Mobile offers you the possibility to pre-define choice lists for picking fea-
ture attributes.
1. Tap the List Attribute Field

to open the choice list.
Depending on how you
have defined the list it can
be a multi-select or a non
multi-select list.

 See also:
How to define a List Attribute field?

How to edit attrib-
utes using the choice
list?
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2. In a multi-select list, tap
one or more items to select
them.
All selected items are writ-
ten to the List Attribute
Field.

3. In a non multi-select list,
tap an item to select it.
The selected item is written
to the List Attribute Field.

Zeno Mobile offers you the possibility to pre-define a date and/or time attrib-
ute field.
Depending on the field definition the following input formats are available:
• Date and time (default)
• Date only
• Time only

☞ The format in which date and/or time are displayed depends on the
regional settings.

How to edit Date/
Time attributes?
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1. Tap the left side of the field
to select a date.

2. Tap the right side of the
field to select a time.

Attribute fields can be added to existing feature layers as well as to new fea-
ture layers.

How to add an attrib-
ute field?
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1. To add an attribute to the
feature layer in use tap
Edit Attributes in the
Wheel Menu to open up the
Edit Attributes page.

 See also:
The Wheel Menu 

2. In the Edit Attributes
page, tap the  icon in the
upper right corner.
Continue with Step 5.)
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3. To add an attribute to a
new feature layer tap the

 icon next to Attributes
in the New Layer dialogue
to open up the Layer
Attributes page.

 See also:
How to change a feature layer (Not...?)?

4. In the Layer Attributes
page, tap the  icon in the
upper right corner.

 ☞ The new attribute field is added to the Feature
Layer as a whole. For features of this layer that
have been measured before, the newly defined
attribute fields remain empty.
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5. The Select a Data Type
popup shows up.
Tap a data type to select it.

 Choose between:
• Text, see also:

How to define a Text Attribute field?
• Number, see also:

How to define a Numeric Attribute field?
• Photo, see also:

How to define a Photo Attribute field?
• Date, see also:

How to define a Date/Time Attribute field?
• List, see also:

How to define a List Attribute field?
• Auto, see also:

How to define an Auto field?

6. For all data types, a Name and a System Name have to
be specified.
☞ The other settings are data type specific. For

further information, see the descriptions on
each data type.

The System Name is written automatically. However, the
name is limited in length and only standard characters are
allowed (max.10). Special characters are omitted. Edit the
System Name if necessary.

 ☞ When you load the *.shp file to a third party
software package the attribute fields are identi-
fied by the System Name.

☞ New attributes can also be added to a feature layer using the Layer
Management. See also:
How to add attributes?

☞ New attributes can also be defined using the Zeno Data Model for
Excel. See also:
How to define attributes using the Zeno Data Model for Excel?
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☞ Attributes can only be deleted from a layer using the Layer Manage-
ment. See also:
How to delete attributes?

1. Give the new field a Name,
for example "Species".
Modify the System Name if
necessary.

2. Tap the  icon next to
Type: Text to define a
Default Value.
For example, if you know
that you will mainly be
measuring oak trees, you
could predefine the "Spe-
cies" as "Oak".

3. Tap OK in the lower right corner to confirm the new
attribute field and make it available for use.

How to define a Text
Attribute field?
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1. Give the new field a Name,
for example "Height".
Modify the System Name if
necessary.

2. Tap the  icon next to
Type: Number.
Define a Default Value.
For example, if you know
that you will be measuring a
series of lamp posts of 3 m
height, you could enter a
default value of 3 m here.

3. Specify the Number of Decimals to be entered by tap-
ping the plus/minus buttons to the right/left of the cur-
rently defined value.

4. Define Limits, for example trees should not have a nega-
tive height or a lamp post should not be higher than 3.5
m.

5. Tap OK in the lower right corner to confirm the new
attribute field and make it available for use.

How to define a
Numeric Attribute
field?
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1. Give the new field a Name
and modify the System
Name if necessary.

2. Tap OK in the lower right corner to confirm the new
attribute field and make it available for use.

1. Give the new field a Name,
for example "Trees".
Modify the System Name if
necessary.

How to define a
Photo Attribute field?

How to define a List
Attribute field?
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2. Tap the  icon next to
Type: List.
Choose whether you want a
multi-select list (multi-
selection of entries is possi-
ble) or a choice list
(either...or list).

 Tap and shift the slider to change the list type.

3. Define the List Items. With each entry, a new line is
added.

4. Define a Default Value if you like, for example if you
know that you will mainly be measuring oak trees, you
could predefine the "Species" as "Oak".

5. Tap OK in the lower right corner to confirm the new
attribute field and make it available for use.

1. Give the new field a Name
and modify the System
Name if necessary.

How to define a Date/
Time Attribute field?
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2. Tap the  icon next to
Type: Date to choose
between saving:
• Date and Time (default)
• only Date
• only Time

 ☞ The format in which date and/or time are dis-
played depends on the regional settings.

3. Tap OK in the lower right corner to confirm the new
attribute field and make it available for use.

Heritable attributes are automatically filled with the last value entered in the
field.
Thus, this features helps the field user to save time when collecting assets
with a repeating attribute.

Example:
In the layer Trees, the field user enters the value Pinus halepensis for the
attribute Type. For any tree measured afterwards, the attribute Type is auto-
matically set to Pinus halepensis. If the attribute value is changed anytime in
between, e.g. to Pinus pinaster, the attribute value for every following tree
measured is automatically set to Pinus pinaster.

1. In your Zeno Mobile project, open the Navigation Slider
and tap Layers  to open the Layers menu.

Heritable attributes

How to make an
attribute heritable?
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2. Tap the layer for which you
want to add or create a her-
itable attribute.

3. In the Layer Settings tap
onto Attributes.
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4. Tap the  icon next to the
attribute which you want to
make heritable.
☞ You can also add

a new attribute
with  and fol-
low the same
steps.

5. At the bottom of the list,
switch the option Heritable
to Yes.
Tap OK.

Required attributes urge the user to fill them before continuing with data cap-
ture.
 If you forget to fill out a required attribute before measur-
ing, a dialogue pops up.

Required attributes
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 When finalising a feature, you can decide to skip the dia-
logue and finalise without the required attributes.

  

1. In your Zeno Mobile project, open the Navigation Slider
and tap  Layers to open the Layers menu.
 

2. Tap the layer for which you
want to add or create a her-
itable attribute.

How to make an
attribute required?
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3. In the Layer Settings tap
onto Attributes.

4. Tap the  icon next to the
attribute which you want to
make heritable.
☞ You can also add

a new attribute
with  and fol-
low the same
steps.
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5. At the bottom of the list,
switch the option Required
to Yes.
Tap OK.

In order to save time and avoid typing errors, store attributes such as accura-
cies or creation dates automatically with each feature.
1. Give the new field a Name,

for example "Area".
Modify the System Name if
necessary.

2. Tap the  icon next to Type: Auto.
The Define Auto Field dialogue shows up.

How to define an
Auto field?
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3. Open the drop-down list of
available auto types by tap-
ping on it.

 ☞ It depends on the feature layer type which auto
field types are available. See also: Auto Field 
Types

4. Tap the Auto Type that you want to add. Tap OK in the
lower right corner to confirm the new attribute field and
make it available for use.

The following Auto Fields are available for selection:
Auto Field Auto Number
Auto Fields Creation/ Modification Date
Auto Field Offset
Auto Field Accuracy
Auto Fields Length/ Area/ Perimeter

Generates and inserts a unique progressive number when you finalize a fea-
ture.

☞ Point features always consist of only one vertex and are finalized
automatically when the measurement is taken.

The number refers to the feature as a whole not to single vertices.

☞ Auto number can also be used for feature layers with existing data. In
this case Zeno Mobile starts counting based on the highest number
found in the attribute column. For example, if a layer has already an
incremental number coming from, for example, Esri, then this layer
can be continued in Zeno Mobile. If the last number was 1000, Zeno
Mobile will continue counting with 1001.

Creation Date:

Auto Field Types

Auto Field Auto Num-
ber

Auto Fields Creation/
Modification Date
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Inserts the date and/or time of when you measure a point or the first vertex of
a line or polygon feature.

Modification Date:
Inserts the date and/or time of when you modify a feature. Possible modifica-
tions are:
• changes in the attribute definitions or the attribute values
• updating, moving or deleting a point/vertex

Only available for point features. Inserts the offset dx, dy, dz of the GNSS posi-
tion from the target directly on the feature layer when doing verification meas-
urements. Mainly used in stake-out for quality control.

See also:
Stakeout Workflow: Points
Stakeout Workflow: Lines
Position usage: Verify position

If you want offsets to be written for Easting and Northing
and Height you have to define a separate Auto field for each
coordinate component.

 

Only available for point features. Inserts the 2D, 3D or Height only estimated
accuracy depending on which option you choose. The Auto Field Accuracy is
available by default when you create a point feature layer.

See also:
How to add a layer?
How to add attributes?

☞ The green bubble in the Wheel Menu always shows the 2D accuracy
of a measured point.

☞ Measured points that are moved or points that are digitized do not
have an accuracy. The field will stay empty. In the green bubble you
will see a "?". See also: The Wheel Menu 

Length:
Only available for line features. Inserts and updates the total length that a line
has got from the second vertex onwards. The Auto Field Length is available by
default when you create a line feature layer.

See also:
How to add a layer?
How to add attributes?

Auto Field Offset

Auto Field Accuracy

Auto Fields Length/
Area/ Perimeter
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Area:
Only available for polygon features. Inserts and updates the area that a poly-
gon encloses from the third vertex onwards. The Auto Field Area is available by
default when you create a polygon feature layer.

See also:
How to add a layer?
How to add attributes?

Perimeter:
Only available for polygon features. Inserts and updates the perimeter that a
polygon has got from the second vertex onwards.

2.11 Working with gamtec
To use the Disto S910 together with Zeno Mobile, activate the gamtec mode.
1. Tap the  toolbar button to

switch on the gamtec
mode.

 ☞ To switch off the gamtec mode tap the button
again.

How to switch on the
gamtec mode and
establish a connec-
tion?
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2. Zeno Mobile automatically
sets up a hotspot and waits
for the Disto S910 to be
connected.

 ☞ If available, you can also use a public hotspot
and connect both devices to the same network.

3. Switch on the Disto S910
and connect it with Zeno
Mobile.
On the Disto S910, press
the Func key, go to  Set-
tings and tap WiFi on .
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4. In the following page, select
WLAN and tap the Set-
tings button in the lower
right corner.

5. Choose Select Network
and tap the Settings but-
ton in the lower right corner
to start a search for availa-
ble networks.
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6. All networks in range are lis-
ted.
Look for your network,
select it and establish the
connection by tapping the
green tick in the lower
right corner.

 The assistant to set up gamtec starts up immediately.
See also:
How to set up gamtec?

1. You are informed that the
Disto S910 has to be orien-
ted in the map before you
can start measuring.

 Confirm this information with OK to close the assistant
and proceed with orienting the Disto S910.
See also:
How to orientate gamtec in the map?

How to set up
gamtec?
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1. In the Map View, tap and
hold the orientation icon 
and drag it towards a refer-
ence target.

 A reference target can be any point with known coordi-
nates, that is:
• any point measured before with the Zeno 20
• any point imported to Zeno Mobile.
Make the orientation icon snap to the reference target and
release it.

2. The Levelling wizard starts
up automatically on the
Disto S910.
Follow the steps as indica-
ted on the instrument.

How to orientate
gamtec in the map?
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 The wizard finalises auto-
matically after Step 3 as
soon as the Disto S910 is
levelled.
The Measure page shows
up.
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3. In the Measure page, tap
the Measure button to
switch on the laser.

 ☞ Use the in-built camera and its zoom function to
get a better view of the point to be measured.

4. A red bar appears at the
top to indicate that the
laser is active.
Point the laser at the refer-
ence target and tap the
Measure button again to
trigger the measurement.
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5. You get the following con-
firmation message.

6. Tap the WLAN button to
send the measurement
result to Zeno Mobile.
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7. In the Zeno Mobile Notifi-
cation Area you shall get
the confirmation that the
setup has been oriented
successfully.

 The symbol that indicates the gamtec setup in the Map
View turns from red  to green .

☞ By default, the current GNSS position is used for the gamtec setup,
but you can also tap and drag the setup to another reference point. In
this case, a page pops up demanding you to insert the height of the
Disto S910 above ground.

☞ If you move the gamtec setup to a known point with XY coordinates
only (but no height value), all measurements taken from that point do
not have height values, either.

1. In the Measure page on
the Disto S910, tap the
Measure button to switch
on the laser.

 ☞ For safety reasons, the laser is switched off
automatically after each measurement. See the
Disto S910 User Manual for safety instructions.

How to measure with
gamtec?
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2. A red bar appears at the
top to indicate that the
laser is active.
Point the laser at the target
point to be measured and
tap the Measure button
again to trigger the meas-
urement.

3. You get the following con-
firmation message.
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4. Tap the WLAN button to
send the measurement
result to Zeno Mobile.

5. In Zeno Mobile, the feature tag pops up on the newly
measured vertex to indicate its feature class. The feature
tag transforms to the green pin after a few seconds.
☞ For further details on the feature tag and fea-

ture management, follow the descriptions given
in the chapter "How to measure Features in
Zeno Mobile?".

6. To measure the next gamtec point return to step 1.
To switch off the gamtec mode tap the  toolbar button.
The button turns white again.

2.12 Working with Cable Locators
It is possible to connect cable locators to the Zeno 20 using Bluetooth.

☞ Cable locator support is only available in Zeno Mobile Professional.
• Cable locators paired with the Zeno 20 automatically transfer measure-

ments and other metadata to pre-defined attribute fields in Zeno Mobile.
• The Z value of a measured feature can be altered, based on the depth

measurement received from the cable locator.

Cable Locators and
Zeno 20
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1. On the Zeno 20, activate
Bluetooth using the stand-
ard Android Bluetooth func-
tionality. In the Bluetooth
settings, tap the name of
the Zeno 20 to make it visi-
ble to other devices.

 ☞ Zeno 20 is visible to nearby devices for just
2 minutes. If the connection process takes lon-
ger, make it visible again.

2. In the Zeno Mobile Navi-
gation Slider tap onto Set-
tings.
Switch Cable Locator to
ON.

3. Switch on the Leica Ultra.

4. On the Leica Ultra, press and hold the Menu button  to
enter the settings.
☞ Within settings, use the arrow buttons to select

an option. Press the  button to enter the
selected option. Press the  button to go back.

5. Select Communications > Radio On/Off.
Set Radio to On.
Press  to go back to Settings.

How to connect Leica
Ultra to Leica Zeno
Mobile?
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6. Select Communications > Bluetooth > Connect GPS to
start searching for the Zeno 20 device.
Once the Zeno 20 device is found, it appears in the list of
available devices.

7. To connect to the Zeno 20 device, select it in the list and
press the  button.
Once the connection is established, a confirmation mes-
sage is displayed.

 
For further information on the Zeno Mobile, check the
manuals on myWorld.

8. On Zeno Mobile, a pairing
message pops up.
Tap Pair.

9. In Zeno Mobile settings, tap
Cable Locator to display
the list of locators. Tap the
locator name, for example
MFLRX_8370521, to com-
plete the connection proc-
ess.
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 ☞ When you switch off the Leica Ultra, the con-
nection to the Zeno 20 device is interrupted.
The next time you switch on the locator, ensure
to activate the radio of the locator and to make
the Zeno 20 device visible to all nearby Blue-
tooth devices.

Once Zeno Mobile and Leica Ultra are connected, you can measure buried utilit-
ies. Zeno Mobile measures the GNSS location, Leica Ultra the depth of a buried
utility. For further information about utilities that can be detected with Leica
Ultra, refer to the Leica Ultra manuals.
In Zeno Mobile, the following output data from the cable locator can be uti-
lised:
• Depth
• Current
• Frequency
• Gain
• Signal Strength
• Mode
• Antenna Mode
• Current Direction

The output data can be stored as attributes of a feature class in Zeno Mobile.

Additionally, you can use the depth value to modify the height coordinate (Z)
of the measured point. For example, if the measured point has a height of
450 m and the buried utility is 2 m below the ground, the resulting height of
the feature is 448 m.

Workflow 1
1. To store the output data coming from the cable locator,

ensure that the feature to be measured in Zeno Mobile
has the proper attributes, for example Depth or Current.
☞ You can also add the attributes afterwards. A

corresponding message pops up.

2. Ensure that the attributes in Zeno Mobile have the same
name of the measurements from Leica Ultra and that the
data type is set to "Text".

How to use Leica
Ultra with Zeno
Mobile?
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 ☞ For Depth, Current, Frequency, Gain and Signal
Strength, a numeric data type is also supported.

☞ On myWorld, a "Zeno Data Model" Excel tem-
plate is available for collecting all measurements
coming from the Leica Ultra.

3. In the Cable Locator set-
tings page, tap the  but-
ton to add the necessary
attributes for the output
page.
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4. Check the values which you
want to store as attributes.

 For Depth, two configura-
tions are available.
• Save as attribute

This option allows you
to save the depth value
as an attribute of the
feature.

• Modify geometry
This option allows you
to adjust the height
measured with Zeno
Mobile according to the
depth value measured
by the locator.
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5. Go back to the Cable Loca-
tor settings page.
For the standard workflow,
switch Measure Position
to OFF.

6. Start searching for buried utilities with the Leica Ultra.
Hold the locator close to the ground and keep it vertical.

7. Once the buried utility is identified, measure it first with
the Zeno 20.

8. Press and hold the  button to measure the utility with
Leica Ultra.
The measurement data from the locator are sent to the
active feature in the Zeno Mobile project (green pin).

9. To verify the received data,
open the Attributes tab.

Workflow 2
Zeno Mobile supports a second workflow for measuring with the Leica Ultra.
Use this workflow to measure buried utilities and send the measurement
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directly to Zeno Mobile, without the need to activate or create a feature class
beforehand.
1. In the Cable Locator set-

tings page, switch Measure
Position to ON

2. Tap Measure Position to display the Position Offsets
dialogue.
• Offset Along is the distance between the cable loca-

tor and the GPS antenna () on the y-axis.
• Offset Right is the distance between the cable loca-

tor and the GPS antenna () on the x-axis.
The offset values can be positive or negative according to
the relative position of the devices.

 Positive offset value:
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 Negative offset value:

3. Start searching for buried utilities with the Leica Ultra.
Hold the locator close to the ground and keep it vertical.

4. Once the buried utility is identified, Press and hold the 
button to measure the utility with Leica Ultra.
The measurement data from the locator are sent to Zeno
Mobile. If there is no active feature in the project, a fea-
ture is created automatically.
To store the output data coming from the cable locator,
ensure to create the proper attributes, for example Depth
or Current.

5. To verify the received data,
open the Attributes tab.
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1. Activate Bluetooth on the RD8100 cable locator:
• Press the  button to enter the settings menu.
• Use the arrow buttons to select the optionBT.
• Press the  button to enter the BT menu.
• Use the arrow buttons to select the option ON.
• Press the  button to confirm and return to the previ-

ous menu.

 Pair the cable locator to the Zeno 20 device:
• In the BT menu, select the option PAIR.
• Press the  button to enter the PAIR menu.
• Press the  button to start the pairing process.
To indicate that pairing is in progress, the Bluetooth icon
on the locator display starts blinking.

2. On the Zeno 20, activate
Bluetooth using the stand-
ard Android Bluetooth func-
tionality.
In the Bluetooth settings,
tap the name of the Zeno
20 to make it visible to
other devices.

 ☞ Zeno 20 is visible to nearby devices for just
2 minutes. If the connection process takes lon-
ger, make it visible again.

3. In the Bluetooth settings, tap the name of the RD8100
device (RD8100_xxxx).
A pairing message pops up.
Enter the pair code 1234 and tap OK.

How to connect
RD8100 cable locator
to Leica Zeno Mobile?
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4. In the Zeno Mobile Navi-
gation Slider, tap Set-
tings.
Switch Cable Locator to
ON.

5. In Zeno Mobile settings, tap
Cable Locator to display
the list of locators. Tap the
locator name (RD8100_xxxx)
to complete the connection
process

 ☞ When you switch off the RD8100, all settings
made are kept. The next time, you can directly
use the RD8100 with the Zeno 20 without
repeating the previous steps.

Once Zeno Mobile and RD8100 are connected, you can measure buried utilit-
ies. Zeno Mobile measures the GNSS location, RD8100 the depth of a buried
utility.

☞ Note that the following features are not supported in Zeno Mobile:
Transferring GPS measurements from a GPS-equipped RD8100 locator
to Zeno Mobile.
Storing high-accuracy GPS measurements from Zeno 20 on a RD8100
locator.

How to use RD8100
with Zeno Mobile?
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The output data sent from the RD8100 can be stored as attributes of a feature
class in Zeno Mobile.
The RD8100 supports three protocols:
• ASCII 1
• ASCII 2
• ASCII 3

Which output data is sent depends on the ASCII protocol that is defined on the
cable locator. Some outputs are common to all three protocols, others are spe-
cific. Refer to the RD8100 documentation to decide which protocol best meets
your needs.

You can use the depth value to modify the height coordinate (Z) of the meas-
ured point. For example, if the measured point has a height of 450 m and the
buried utility is 2 m below the ground, the resulting height of the feature is
448 m.
1. To store the output data coming from the cable locator,

ensure that the feature to be measured in Zeno Mobile
has the proper attributes, for example Depth or Current.
☞ You can also add the attributes afterwards. A

corresponding message pops up.

2. Ensure that the attributes in Zeno Mobile have the same
name of the measurements from RD8100 and that the
data type is set to "Text".

 

 ☞ On myWorld, a "Zeno Data Model" Excel tem-
plate is available for collecting all measurements
coming from the RD8100.
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3. In the Cable Locator set-
tings page, tap the  but-
ton to add the necessary
attributes for the output
page.

4. The attributes are grouped
according to the protocol
used in the RD8100.
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 Tap the name of a protocol
to expand the group of
attributes related to this
protocol. Check the values
which you want to store as
attributes.

 For Depth, two configura-
tions are available.
• Save as attribute

This option allows you
to save the depth value
as an attribute of the
feature.

• Modify geometry
This option allows you
to adjust the height
measured with Zeno
Mobile according to the
depth value measured
by the locator.

5. Start searching for buried utilities with the RD8100.

6. Once the buried utility is identified, measure it first with
the Zeno 20.

7. Press the  button to measure the utility with RD8100.
The measurement data from the locator are sent to the
active feature in the Zeno Mobile project (green pin).

8. To verify the received data, open the Attributes tab.

2.13 How to digitize Features in Zeno Mobile?
Apart from measuring features you can also digitise features from the back-
ground map.

How to digitise fea-
tures in Zeno Mobile?
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1. Tap the  toolbar button to switch on the Digitise mode.
☞ To switch off the Digitise mode tap the button

again.

2. In the map view, tap where
a vertex shall be digitised.
 

 

 ☞ Before you start, make sure that the last active
feature in your project is finalised. Else, the
active feature is continued with the digitised
vertices.

☞ In the Digitise mode, the Wheel Menu offers the
same functionality as for measuring features.
You can also digitise multi-features in analogy to
the multi-collect. For further information, refer
to the chapter "How to measure features in
Zeno Mobile?".

3. Digitise the next point.
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4. When the feature is com-
plete, tap the green pin to
open the wheel menu.
Tap Finalize Feature.

 ☞ Finalising a feature does not stop the Digitise
mode. You can directly go on with digitising the
next feature. To stop digitising tap the toolbar
button. The button turns white again.

1. To do precise digitising tap
and hold the map until the
digitise pencil appears .
Drag its tip with pixel accu-
racy to the exact point that
shall be digitised and
release it to create the ver-
tex.

How to do precise
digitising?
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2. If you know its coordinates,
tap the green pin on the
digitised vertex to open the
Wheel Menu.
In the Wheel Menu, tap the
green bubble.
The Point Info popup
opens.

3. In the Point Info popup,
enter the precise coordi-
nates of the digitised point.
See also:
The Wheel Menu 

2.14 Multi-Part Features
A multi-part feature is composed of different spatially separated parts defined
by a single set of attributes. Zeno Mobile supports multi-part polygons and
polylines.
Multi-parts are often used to describe objects that can be grouped, such as
land parcels with the same owner or islands of the same archipelago.
Multi-part features share the same set of attributes and all parts become edit-
able when activated.

Multi-part features
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2.15 How to stake out points/ lines in Zeno Mobile?

1. Drag the green pin to the point to be staked out and drop
it. This point can be located anywhere in the map. The
point coordinates are displayed and can be edited in the
stakeout window.
☞ You can also enter point coordinates to make

the green pin "jump" to a specific location.
See also:
Stakeout: How to enter coordinates manually?

2. Open the Stakeout tab in the context window.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Context Window

3. If the device is not calibra-
ted, a pop-up shows up.
Follow the instructions on
the screen.

Stakeout Workflow:
Points
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4. Turn the Zeno 20 into the
direction of the point to be
staked out, that is, the
point with the green pin.
The little blue arrow above
the cursor indicates the
direction.

 The direction arrows next to the stakeout map show you
the remaining distance ahead and/or to the left or right.
The third arrow shows you the height difference.
☞ The directions shown here are obtained from

the internal compass and related to the direc-
tion the Zeno 20 is pointing to.

 ☞ It is highly recommended to calibrate the com-
pass before every stakeout session.

On how to calibrate the compass, see: How to start Zeno 
Mobile?

5. Move toward the point to be staked out.
The red accuracy circle around the point to be staked out
becomes bigger.
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 When you are inside the
estimated position accuracy,
then the circle turns green.
The estimated position
accuracy is permanently
indicated in the Notification
area.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Notifica-
tion Area

6. Stake out the point and optionally verify its position.
☞ To verify positions switch the position usage to

Verify position of active point. Information
on the offsets is available on the Layer Verified
Point that is added automatically when you are
in verification mode. See also:

Position usage: Verify position
Auto Field Types

1. Drag the green pin to the line to be staked out and drop it
on any of its vertices.

2. Open the Stakeout tab in the context window.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Context Window
☞ For a few seconds, the stakeout map displays

the active line. Then the map automatically
zooms in to the segment closest to the cursor.

Stakeout Workflow:
Lines
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3. Turn the Zeno 20 into the
direction of the closest line
segment.
The little blue arrow above
the cursor indicates your
current orientation.

 The direction arrows next to the stakeout map show you:
• the remaining distance perpendicular to the line (top

arrow)
• the remaining distance on the line (middle arrow)
• the remaining height difference (bottom arrow)
☞ The directions shown here are obtained from

the internal compass and related to the direc-
tion the Zeno 20 is pointing to.

 ☞ It is highly recommended to calibrate the com-
pass before every stakeout session.

On how to calibrate the compass, see: How to start Zeno 
Mobile?

4. Move toward the line.
As soon as you are on the
line, the middle arrow turns
"green".
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5. Walk along and stake out
the line.

6. Optionally, verify the positions of the vertices.
☞ To verify positions switch the position usage to

Verify position of active point. Information
on the offsets is available on the Layer Verified
Point that is added automatically when you are
in verification mode. See also:

Position usage: Verify position
Auto Field Types

1. Open the Stakeout tab in the context window.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Context Window

2. Tap on the coordinate field
at the bottom.
The Point Info popup
opens.

Stakeout: How to
enter coordinates
manually?
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3. In the Point Info popup,
enter the coordinates of the
location to be staked out.
You can choose between
E/W for the longitude and
N/S for the latitude.

 If you have added a local
coordinate system you
can enter "Easting", "North-
ing" and "Height" values
here. See also:
How to add a coordinate 
system?

 ☞ If you still want to enter WGS84 you can switch
the entry mode.

☞ If you want to enter the values in a different lin-
ear unit adapt the Unit Settings, see also: How 
to change the unit settings?
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4. Tap OK to confirm. In the map view as well as in the
stakeout map, the green pin jumps to the entered posi-
tion.
The feature from which the green pin is moved away is
finalised automatically.
☞ If it cannot be finalised because it is, for exam-

ple, a polygon with yet only two vertices, then
the feature is paused.

5. Move toward the point to be staked out as described in
the topic:
Stakeout Workflow: Points

6. Stake out the point and optionally verify its position.
See also:
Position usage: Verify position

2.16 Licensing
All Zeno 20 devices are delivered customized, so that, when you purchase Zeno
Mobile together with a Zeno 20, the software will be pre-installed and licensed
already.

This means that you have to care about licensing only if you need to:
• license Zeno Mobile when it is not yet licensed
• update your license with a newly purchased CCP or new Zeno Mobile

options

Based on the Zeno 20 serial number a license file will be generated and stored
on the Leica License Server. Zeno Mobile will check the server for the license
using the Zeno 20 serial number. If there is an updated license available on the
server, then it will be downloaded and used for Zeno Mobile.

Choose between:
• getting a license online, see also:

How to get a licence online?
• entering a license key manually

How to enter a licence key manually?
• browsing for a license file

How to browse for a licence file?

1. In the Navigation Slider, tap Settings.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Navigation Slider

Licensing Policy

How to update the
Zeno Mobile configu-
ration?
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2. In the Zeno Mobile Settings,
tap License.

3. Choose one of the licence
options :
• Getting a licence online.

See also:
How to get a licence 
online?

• Entering a licence key
manually. See also:
How to enter a licence 
key manually?

• Browsing for a licence
file. See also:
How to browse for a 
licence file?

 Tap on License Info to get information on the licence cur-
rently in use.

1. Make sure that you are connected to the internet.
☞ If you prefer to activate offline, refer to chapter:

How to browse for a licence file?

2. ☞ Make sure that you have registered your Zeno
20 in myWorld.
Otherwise, it is not possible to link the licence
with the equipment.

How to get a licence
online?
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3. In the Zeno Mobile Settings,
go to License and tap Get
License Online.

 ☞ Zeno Mobile takes the Zeno 20 serial number
and makes an inquiry at the Leica Licence
Server.

4. If the Zeno 20 is registered on myWorld and if there is a
valid licence, then the licence is downloaded from the
server and used for licencing Zeno Mobile.
You can follow the process in the Zeno Mobile Notification
Area. For detailed information, open the Notification
Drawer.

 ☞ If the equipment is not registered in Zeno 20,
you get an error notification. Create an account
in Zeno 20 first.

See also:
The Zeno Mobile Notification Area
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Notifications

You can also enter the licence key manually. No Internet connection is needed.
You get the licence key together with your order or when registering the device
in myWorld.

How to enter a
licence key manually?
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1. In the Zeno Mobile Settings,
go to License and tap
Enter License Key.

2. A popup shows up.
Enter the licence key and
tap OK icon in order to
send the licence to the sys-
tem.

3. If the licence key is valid, a pop-up message informs you
that the product has been licenced successfully.
Confirm the message with OK.
☞ If the licencing fails, open the Notification

Drawer for detailed information.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Notification Area
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Notifications

☞ You can only activate one licence at a time. In order to activate a sec-
ond licence you have to go through a second iteration.

See also:
How to get a licence online?
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How to browse for a licence file?

As an alternative to activating your licence online you can also download the
licence file manually from myWorld, store the file on the Zeno 20 and then
browse for that file in Zeno Mobile.
See also:
How to enter a licence key manually?
1. ☞ Make sure that you have registered your Zeno

20 in myWorld.
Otherwise it is not possible to link the licence
with the equipment.

2. Log in to myWorld and download the *.lic file.

3. On the Zeno 20, save the *.lic file to the Download
Folder.

4. In the Zeno Mobile Settings,
go to License and tap
Browse License File.

How to browse for a
licence file?
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5. A popup shows you all
licence files found in the
Download Folder.
Select the one you need.

6. If the licence file is valid, a pop-up message informs you
that the product has been licenced successfully.
Confirm the message with OK.
☞ If the licencing fails, open the Notification

Drawer for detailed information.
See also:
The Zeno Mobile Notification Area
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Notifications

You can also inspect the licences that are currently active on your Zeno 20.
1. In the Zeno Mobile Settings,

go to License and tap
License Info.

How to show infor-
mation on active
licences?
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 ☞ If Zeno Mobile is not licenced yet and you tap
License Info, you get the message “Zeno
Mobile is not licenced” in the Zeno Mobile Noti-
fication Area and Drawer.

See also:
The Zeno Mobile Notification Area
The Zeno Mobile Context Window: Notifications

2. The License Info dialogue
pops up, showing informa-
tion on the following:
• The licenced Product

 • The licenced Edition (Zeno Mobile Standard or Zeno
Mobile Professional)

• The Type of licence
• The date of Maintenance End (CCP)
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